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This is to bring to your attention that the fulﬁllment of ILP is one of the 
University’s graduation requirements, 
so you should regularly check against 
your cumulative ILP units on your web 
transcript and in Degreeworks.
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A Platform to Unleash Your Potentials and
Let Your Talents Grow
Roadmap of your out-of-classroom learning
INTRODUCTION
Integrated Learning Programme (ILP) is one of the signature co-
curricular programmes in the University which facilitates students to 
extend their learning beyond the classroom. With its wide spectrum 
of contents and interactive delivery modes, students are enabled to 
unlock potentials, boost conﬁ dence, make plans for life and achieve 
success. Students can develop their new interests and explore many 
learning opportunities from over 400 ILP activities each year. There 
are 6 learning domains under the ILP:
Social and 
Emotional 
Development
Aesthetic 
Development
Integrated 
Learning 
Programme
Civic 
Education
Physical 
Education
Intellectual 
Development
Hostel 
Education
• Refine and execute
both your career and
life plan.
• Reflect your learning
achievements and
relate them to your
portfolio.
• Track your ILP records
and ensure that you
have fulfilled the ILP
unit requirements
before graduation.
• Explore the ILP in 6
difference learning
domains and identify
your personal interests.
• Set goals and plan
ahead for your
University life.
• Fulfil the basic ILP unit
requirements of certain
learning domains.
• Participate actively in
any ILP activities that
interest and / or inspire
you.
• Equip and enhance
your learning skills
through the holistic
enrichment activities.
• Fulfil the overall ILP
unit requirements as
soon as possible.
FYEP - First Year
Experience Programme
AYEP - Advanced Year
Experience Programme
AYEP - Advanced Year
Experience Programme
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Programme Objectives:
1. Through a co-curricular programme, students pursue their learning of 
knowledge and skills and establishing a positive attitude of life beyond 
the classroom.
2. Through the FYEP and AYEP, students develop their all-rounded personal 
growth by identifying their talents and planning of career to achieving 
success.
3. Through the holistic enrichment activities, students enjoy their university 
life from the transitional process of new students to become the 
advanced learners during their journey of learning at Lingnan. 
Programme Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs):
At the end of the programme, students are able to:
1. Experience a co-curricular programme in the six domains of Civic 
Education, Intellectual Development, Physical Education, Social and 
Emotional Development Aesthetic Development and Hostel Education 
of the ILP.   
2. Reflect their learning achievement of the 6-domain ILP enrichment 
programme.
3. Demonstrate a positive attitude and sense of belonging in their learning 
at Lingnan.  
Objectives of the Six Learning Domains 
(i) Civic Education
This domain aims to develop your understanding of, and concern for, 
both historical and social development in Hong Kong. Programmes 
include historical and environmental field trips, civic engagement, 
social services, and executive training for office-bearers of student 
societies.
(ii) Intellectual Development
This domain introduces learning approaches and skills to enhance 
your academic learning, cultivate interests in intellectual pursuit, 
and acquire knowledge from different sources. Programmes include 
various workshops on topics of university learning, career preparation 
and Chinese martial arts and its implication.
(iii) Physical Education
This domain develops your healthy lifestyle, physical competence, 
conﬁ dence and team spirit. It encourages you to foster and develop 
lifelong interests in sports activities. Various physical education 
programmes are offered, including racket games, ball games, water 
sports, physical ﬁ tness, martial arts and ﬁ rst aid, etc.
(iv) Social and Emotional Development
This domain is to assist you to develop a positive living through 
enhancing your social skills, positive attitude, and self-understanding 
in managing emotions arising from pressures in different aspects of 
life. The various topics of workshops include self-exploration, social 
etiquette, communication skills and leadership enhancement.
(v) Aesthetic Development
This domain lies in exhibiting a relationship of life and its aesthetics. 
Students will be offered abundant opportunities to experience a 
flavor of arts and cultures. Workshops on acting, painting, Chinese 
calligraphy, music, dancing, performing arts and foreign cultures will 
be designed for you.
(vi) Hostel Education
Comprising structured courses and programmes provided by Warden’s 
Ofﬁ ces and Student Services Centre, this domain aims to develop your 
sense of community and responsibilities, inter-personal skills, leadership, 
self-governance and cultural horizon.
First Year Experience Programme (FYEP)
From September 2011, FYEP is one of the most important co-curricular 
programmes for all ﬁ rst year students. In the online registration, all fi rst year 
students are only eligible to sign-up FYEP activities / classes.
Advanced Year Experience Programme (AYEP) 
AYEP is offered mainly to senior students of Year 2 and above. In the online 
registration, all senior students of Year 2 and above are only eligible to 
sign-up AYEP activities / classes.
4ILP Unit Requirements
As a graduation requirement, Year 1, Year 2 and senior year admittees 
are required to complete a minimum of 75, 60 and 55 units of ILP courses 
respectively during their study in Lingnan University. All first-year students 
are required to participate in the New Student Orientation (NSO), which 
accounts for 15 ILP units. The minimum unit requirements for the ILP domains 
are listed below: 
Table 1 – Basic Requirements
ILP Learning Domains
Minimum ILP Unit Requirements*
Year 1 Admittees 
on a 4-year 
Programme1
Year 2* Admittees 
on a 4-year Programme
Senior Year* Admittees 
on a 4-year Programme
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2012-13 intake 
onwards
Civic Education 5 5 5
Intellectual Development 5 5 5
Physical Education 5 5 5
Social and Emotional 
Development 5 5 5
Aesthetic Development 5 5 5
Hostel Education 5 5 5
Free Electives 30 15 10
New Student Orientation 15 15 15
Total Unit 
Requirements 75 60 55
* The designated year of admission does not reﬂ ect the number of credits 
the student earned for fulfilment of curriculum requirements and the 
expected duration before he/she can graduate. The actual number of 
transfer credits to be granted for fulﬁ lment of curriculum requirements will 
follow the relevant academic regulations regarding credit transfer.  As 
such, the student may require longer period than normal programme 
duration for fulﬁ lling the curriculum requirements.
1  Inbound Exchange Students who study one term or two terms at Lingnan 
University are not required to take ILP.  
2  Outbound Exchange Students refer to students who spend one term 
overseas or in the Chinese Mainland under Ofﬁ ce of Global Education.
Table 2 – Outbound Exchange for One Term
ILP Learning Domains
Minimum ILP Unit Requirements
Outbound Exchange2 
(1 Term) 
Year 1 Admittees on a 
4-year Programme
Outbound Exchange2 
(1 Term) 
Year 2 Admittees on a 
4-year Programme
Outbound Exchange2 
(1 Term) 
Senior Year Admittees 
on a 4-year Programme
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2014-15 intake 
onwards
2012-13 intake 
onwards
Civic Education 5 5 5
Intellectual Development 5 5 5
Physical Education 5 5 5
Social and Emotional 
Development
5 5 5
Aesthetic Development 5 5 5
Hostel Education 5 5 5
Free Electives 22.5 7.5 2.5
New Student Orientation 15 15 15
Total Unit 
Requirements
67.5 52.5 47.5
Special cases other than the above are subject to the approval of 
the Management Committee of ILP and CEP and Senate.
Students are encouraged to plan their ILP schedule early and take some ILP 
activities each year.
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Registration Procedures
1. Online Registration
 1.1 Online Registration -  Dates & Time Slots
The online registration is scheduled from 13 to 14 September 
2017. The online registration can be processed through the 
Internet. Please refer to the time schedule below and click into 
http://portal.LN.edu.hk for enrolment. 
The quota of most ILP courses will be evenly allocated in each time slot during the days of online 
registration period in order to provide equal opportunities for students.
Target 
Students
Dates & Time 
Slots
Last Digit of
Student ID Card Number 
Dates of Payment
Year 4 
Students 
13 September 2017 (Wed) ePayment (Online):
13 Sep 2017 (Wed),18:00 – 
14 Sep 2017 (Thu), 16:00
Cash Payment (at SSC):
14 Sep 2017 (Thu)
10:00 – 12:30 &
13:30 – 16:00
18:00 – 19:30 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
19:45 – 21:15 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Year 3 
Students 
13 September 2017 (Wed)
21:30 – 23:00 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
23:15 – 00:45 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Year 2 
Students 
14 September 2017 (Thu) ePayment (Online):
14 Sep 2017 (Thu) 18:00 – 
15 Sep 2017 (Fri), 16:00
Cash Payment (at SSC):
15 Sep 2017 (Fri)
10:00 – 12:30 &
13:30 – 16:00
18:00 – 19:30 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
19:45 – 21:15 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Year 1 
Students 
14 September 2017 (Thu)
21:30 – 23:00 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
23:15 – 00:45 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
Target Students Dates & Time Slots Last Digit of Student ID Card Number
Year 4 Students 
15 September 2017 (Fri)
18:00 – 19:30 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
19:45 – 21:15 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Year 3 Students 
15 September 2017 (Fri)
21:30 – 23:00 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
23:15 – 00:45 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Year 2 Students 
16 September 2017 (Sat)
18:00 – 19:30 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
19:45 – 21:15 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
Year 1 Students 
16 September 2017 (Sat)
21:30 – 23:00 1, 3, 5, 6, 8
23:15 – 00:45 0, 2, 4, 7, 9
 1.2 Online Add-drop – Dates & Time Slots
Online Add-drop is scheduled from 15 to 16 September 2017, 
except the courses with fees. The online add-drop can be 
processed through the Internet. Please refer to the time schedule 
below and click into http://portal.LN.edu.hk for enrolment. 
Please note that no add-drop will  be entertained after 
16 September 2017 under normal circumstances. Dropping an 
activity after that date will only be entertained with valid reasons 
such as mid-term tests. 
*If students fail to settle the payment with the payment period (Table 1.1 above), their 
enrollment will be cancelled accordingly.
 1.3 Arrangement on Course Fee and/or Deposit
Some of the ILP activities require course fees and/or deposits. 
Students should settle the payment either by:
(i)  ePayment^ via myLingnan Portal (http://portal.LN.edu.hk) ; OR
(ii) Cash via SSC:
Respective Learning Domain(s) Responsible Staff
Civic Education, Aesthetic Development and 
Hostel Education
Mr. Jeffy Lau at WYL G01/16
Social and Emotional Development and 
Intellectual Development:
Ms. Juniva Fung at WYL G01/9
Physical Education Ms. Carmen Tsui at WYL G01/1
6 1.4 Restriction on Registration
Each student is allowed to take a maximum of 40 ILP units in the 
online registration. The registration system will not allow students 
to enrol more than 40 ILP units in this round of registration. This 
arrangement is implemented to prevent students from over-
enrolment so that the places can be allocated evenly to 
students.
To make the best use of the limited resources, SSC reserves the 
right to lower the enrolment priority of students who have already 
met the 75 ILP unit requirements. 
Things to note:
1)  Deposit is only refundable (i) after the completion of full course/
activity or the attendance requirement is fulﬁ lled OR (ii) when the 
course/activity is cancelled due to low enrollment. 
2)  Course fee is only refundable when the course/activity is 
cancelled due to low enrollment. 
3)  Please make sure your bank account information is updated in 
myLingnan Portal (http://portal.LN.edu.hk) before the completion 
of any course/activity, otherwise, the refund may be forfeited. 
 Click "Academics" → "Student Services" → "View Student Bank 
Account Information" to update your bank account information.
Important Points to Note
1. Attendance Requirement
 1.1 Class Attendance
Students are expected to be punctual and attend the full ILP 
course. Students are either allowed to sign in within 15 minutes 
from the scheduled start time, or sign out 15 minutes before the 
scheduled end time of each ILP session. Exceeding the limit, the 
student’s attendance for that session will not be counted.
*To avoid any disturbance during the University Assembly and 
music performance, signing out is only allowed at the scheduled 
end time of each ILP session.
 1.2 Completion Rate
In general, students are required to achieve 80% attendance in 
an ILP course in order to be qualiﬁ ed for its ILP unit(s). 
 1.3 Excused Absence
Students may apply for sick leave or leave with a valid reason 
from the responsible SSC staff by presenting the necessary 
documentations, which must be submitted before the absence 
or within 3 working days after the absence. 
 1.4 Unexcused Absence
Absence without a valid reason is not allowed. Absentees will be 
recorded and will have to bear the consequence of registering 
ILP activities only in the second round of online add-drop in the 
next term if they are absent from ILP activities 3 times or more.
 1.5 Cost incurred after completion of academic requirements
As approved by Senate Meeting of 6 October 2001, ILP taken 
after completion of academic requirements will normally be 
charged at costs incurred for your notice, i.e. to pay 1% of the 
tuition fee for a full-time student for every hour of ILP course(s) 
taken.
2.     Medium of Instruction
ILP activities are conducted in Cantonese, unless otherwise speciﬁ ed. 
Some activities are conducted in English.  
Students are encouraged to print out their registration records after online 
registration and attend the ILP activities accordingly
2. Additional ILP activities after Online Registration
Various departments, student societies and Student Services Centre 
may offer additional ILP activities to students each month. Students 
should pay attention to corresponding emails, social media and 
posters to look for updates.
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Recognised University Teams 
Members of the university teams (listed below) who have reached 80% 
attendance of regular training in one academic year will be awarded 
maximum 12 ILP units in the respective domains.
Sports Teams
Physical Education – 12 ILP units
Badminton Team Handball Team Rugby Team
Taekwondo Team Woodball Team Basketball Team
Judo Team Squash Team Tennis Team
Soccer Team Dragon Boat Team Karate Team
Swimming Team Track & Field Team Fencing Team
Rowing Team Table-tennis Team Volleyball Team 
Cultural Teams
Aesthetic Development – 12 ILP units
Chinese Debate Team Putonghua Debate Team
Lion Dance & Martial Arts Team University Choir
Frequently Asked Questions
1. How can I check my ILP record?
You can check both your ILP record in Degree Works anytime in the 
University Portal (http://portal.LN.edu.hk). To enter Degree Works:
(i) Go to Lingnan website;
(ii) Click into“myLingnan Portal”;
(iii) Log in with your login name and password
(iv) Click into“Academics”;
(v) Click into“Academic Advising and Degree Auditing”under 
              “Degree Works”;
(vi) Select“ILP / CE”.
Your registered ILP courses will be shown in Degree Works. Please mark 
the registered ILP courses in your own schedule and attend the courses 
accordingly. A reminder email will also be sent to you 3 days before any 
course starts.
I f  you f ind any d i screpancy in  your  I LP  record on the web 
transcript, kindly contact Ms Elaine Yam at 2616 7304 or via email
(sselaine@LN.edu.hk). 
2.  Other than the ILP activities published in this booklet, are there any 
others available for us? 
  Additional ILP activities may be held each month. You can access the 
latest ILP information through any of the following channels:
 (i) Web class schedule on the University Portal mentioned in question 1, 
 (ii) ILP website (http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ilp),
 (iii) ILP Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/lingnanilp),
 (iv) Notice boards of the Student Services Centre (SSC),
 (v) Emails sent by the ILP Team (email: ilpcom@LN.edu.hk), and
 (vi) Promotion by academic /non-academic units and student 
  societies.
3.  I am a non-Cantonese speaking student. Any special assistance can 
be arranged? 
  Upon special requests and when resources are available, English 
interpretation can be arranged. If you are interested in any of the ILP 
activities, you may contact:
 Ms Elaine Yam (Tel: 2616 7304 / Email: sselaine@LN.edu.hk)
8Civic Engagement
All students admitted from 2012/13 to 2015/16, Year 2 and Year 3 students 
admitted in 2016/17, and new senior year (Year 3) admittees in 2017/18 
are required to complete a minimum of 5 hours of training and 25 hours 
of service practicum in Civic Engagement as a graduation requirement. 
Ofﬁ ce of Service-Learning and Student Services Centre are two main ofﬁ ces 
offering Civic Engagement opportunities to students. 
Participants of the ILP courses under Civic Engagement programme will 
also be awarded CE training hours and/or CE practicum hours. These 
programmes aim not only at fostering students’ civic responsibility, ethical 
attitude and commitment in the community, but also enhancing students’ 
creative and innovative capabilities. 
For the number of CE training hours and practicum hours, you can 
obtain the detailed information from Civic Engagement website at 
http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce.
Leadership Enhancement Programme
Serving as an ofﬁ ce-bearer of a student society is always a challenging and 
yet rewarding experience. You will not only serve your fellow students and 
the University but also train yourself, from being a young adult to becoming 
an engaged and involved leader, possessing both vision and passion. 
To equip you for this transformational experience, a series of leadership 
development programmes has been specially designed for you to gain a 
better understand the key concepts of leadership and to equip you with 
integrity and competence as a student leader. 
Key Qualities of Student Leaders of Lingnan University  
1. Share the vision and mission of Lingnan Liberal Arts Education
2. Respect and care for others  
3. Always think for the future, learn from the past and act in the now 
4. Plan for, and anticipate goals  
5. Master effective communication skills 
6. Task delegation throughout the members of the team 
7. Inﬂ uencing others to participate 
8. Embracing new ideas 
9. Gaining an awareness of the rules 
10. Aspiring to be a role model for your fellow students 
ILP Units Awarded to Offi ce-bearers of Student Societies
To recognize your learning experience in serving as an ofﬁ ce-bearer of a 
student society, ILP units will be awarded to you if you  
1. have completed at least 2 hours of the Leadership Enhancement 
Programme listed above before or during term while serving the student 
society; 
2. have completed the term of services of the student society; and 
3. have obtained the approval of the supervising unit. 
Details about the accrual of ILP units awarded are as follows: 
An additional certiﬁ cate will be awarded to you when you have completed 
6 ILP units or above in the training, including Workshop on Team Leadership, 
and acquired the ILP units in the practicum. 
For more details, please refer to http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/leadership-
enhancement/lep 
Student Societies Training under Leadership Enhancement Programme 
Practicum (in the domain of 
Social & Emotional Development) Total 
Supervising Units Endorsing the award 
of ILP units for Practicum 
Committee Members & 
Assistant Members of 
Students’ Union (SU) 
2 ILP units + 
13 ILP units 15 units + SU 
Committee Members 
of Student Hostel 
Associations 
11 ILP units 13 units + Respective Warden Offi ces 
Committee Members 
of Programme-based 
Societies 
11 ILP units 13 units +
Association of Arts Programme 
Senate of Society of Social Sciences 
Senate of Business Administrative Society 
Committee Members 
of Clubs and Societies 
registered under SU 
7 ILP units 9 units + SU 
Committee Members of 
Groups under Student 
Services Centre  
7 ILP units 9 units + SSC 
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Programmes with ILP units by Academic / 
Non-academic Units and Student Societies 
Apart from the ILP activities organized by SSC, we also welcome new and 
creative activities organized by academic /non-academic units and 
student societies. For the guidelines and the application details, please visit 
the following websites: 
Academic /Non-academic Units:
http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/ilp/resources/application/department
 
Student Societies:
http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/ilp/resources/application/society 
Lists of approved programmes are also available on the website for 
your information and participation.
Membership of ILP and CEP 
Management Committee
Chairman
Dr Li Dong Hui Associate Vice-President (Student Affairs)
Members
Ms Berry Yuen Senior Administrative Manager of Registry
Ms Grace Ho
 Educational Development Manager of Teaching and Learning 
Centre
Ms Queenie Chan
 Assistant Information Manager I of Information Technology 
Services Centre
Ms Ivy Kan Senior Assistant Librarian of Library
Ms Constance Chan
Service-Learning Teaching Fellow of Office of Service 
 Learning
Ms Jenny Ko Director of Student Services
Dr Josiah Chan Assistant Director of Student Services
Ms. Ng Wing Naam Students’ Union Representative
Contacts
General Enquiry
Tel. No. Email Address
2616 7411 ilpcom@LN.edu.hk 
2616 7026 (For Physical Education) lincn@LN.edu.hk 
ILP Team
Name Tel. No. Email Address
Ms Elaine Yam 2616 7304 sselaine@LN.edu.hk
Mr Jeffy Lau 2616 7403 jeffylau@LN.edu.hk
Ms Juniva Fung 2616 7367 junivafung@LN.edu.hk
Ms Pauline Tse 2616 7411 paulinet@LN.edu.hk
Ms Elaine Tsang 2616 7405 tsangyl@LN.edu.hk
Mr Kyle Kwok 2616 7024 kylekwok@LN.edu.hk
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Why NSO?
Lingnanians used to call NSO as “BIG O”, how big is it? Over 1000 
student participants, comprising over 800 new students and 220 
senior students as peer mentors. It is BIG also in terms of the unlimited 
scope that students will be inspired to think BIG and act BIG in the 
future. Let’s enjoy the three-day NSO and feel how “Big” it is! 
There are many learning opportunities at Lingnan. We hope that 
through NSO, you will  
● better adjust to university life 
● build a relationship network on campus 
● get to know the resources of the University that could facilitate 
your studies and whole person development 
● establish a sense of belonging to Lingnan University 
● immerse into the spirit of liberal arts education at Lingnan 
University
● understand the importance of goal-setting and planning for 
your academic pursuit and personal development in university  
Today is the commencement of your university life at Lingnan. It is in 
your hands how your university life is going to play out and what big 
achievements you wish to make. Grasp every opportunity to find 
out your strengths and potentials. Have a fulfiling university life at 
Lingnan!
Why NSO?
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Welcome to Lingnan University! As a new member of University, are you ready to face new challenges and 
grasp new opportunities for further development? What are 
your goals and expectations of your university life? How do you 
prepare yourself for the future? It’s time to plan for and make 
your University life more enjoyable and fulﬁ lling!
In the First Year Exploration Week 2017, three series of ILP 
programmes are offered to you in the first three weeks of 
September:
Check out the programme schedule below and make online 
registration at http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/new-students/exploration 
by 23-31 August 2017.
Possibilit ies Discovery Series  show you 
different perspectives of Lingnan University 
and how you could be motivated in response 
to the abundant learning opportunities.
Personali t ies Shaping Series  help you 
understand yourself and strengthen your 
positive traits, which lay foundation of your 
lifelong success.
Take Action Series provide you a platform to 
put your thoughts into practice. Walk your 
talk, walk your thought!
D
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A
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Swimming Workshop (Beginners)
    
Objective: At the end of workshop, students will be able to:
 1. boost confidence in swimming;
 2. describe basic skills of swimming; and
 3. enjoy swimming.                                                                                     
Description:   These swimming workshops are especially designed for students who are fear 
or weak in swimming. Students will be enabled to acquire basic skills and 
stretch their limits in swimming. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5317
4/9/2017 (Mon)
16:45 – 18:45 Tin Ka Ping 
Swimming Pool5318 18:45 – 20:45
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Carmen Tsui 
(Assistant Manager (Physical Education) I, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese, supplemented with English
ILP Unit(s) 2 (Physical Education)
Fee $50 (Refundable if completed)
Enrollment Register at SSC counter during 23/8 - 31/8/2017
??????
Fitness Workshop 
    
Objective: At the end of workshop, students will be able to:
 1. use a range of fitness equipment effectively;
 2. identify comprehensive range of fitness programmes; and
 3. enjoy fitness exercises.                                                    
Description:   Good level of physical fitness will enhance our physical and mental wellness. 
Students will be enabled to acquire knowledge in several fitness programmes 
and techniques on how to use fitness equipment. Completed students will 
be eligible to use the fitness equipment in ease and to enjoy comfortable, 
engaging, and effective workouts at the University. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5322 4/9/2017 (Mon)
10:30-12:30
Fitness Room, 
Sports Complex
5323 5/9/2017 (Tue)
5324 6/9/2017 (Wed)
5325 7/9/2017 (Thu)
5326 8/9/2017 (Fri)
5327 11/9/2017 (Mon)
5328 12/9/2017 (Tue)
5329 13/9/2017 (Wed)
5330 14/9/2017 (Thu)
5331 15/9/2017 (Fri)
5332 18/9/2017 (Mon)
5333 19/9/2017 (Tue)
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Ellis Chan (Experienced Fitness Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2 (Physical Education)
Fee $50 (Refundable if completed)
Enrollment Register at SSC counter during 23/8 - 31/8/2017
A
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Lingnan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program – 
Startup Weekend Hong Kong @ Lingnan 
    
Objective: At the end of the talk, students will be able to:
 1. describe the programmes of Startup Weekend Hong Kong @ Lingnan;
 2. boost confidence in engaging with entrepreneurship; and
 3. enjoy entrepreneurship.                                                                          
Description:   Lingnan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program aims to promote 
entrepreneurial spirit and capacity in campus, creates a sense of social 
responsibility, build an innovation culture and entrepreneurial spirit in a liberal 
arts context. Come and join this session in collecting more information on the 
Startup Weekend Hong Kong @ Lingnan.
CRN Date Time Venue
5397 6/9/2017 (Wed) 17:00 – 18:00 LBYG02
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Nicholas Ooi 
(Project Officer, Office of Service-Learning of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s)  1 (Intellectual Development)
???? : ?????????
Self-understanding and Life Development
    
Objective: At the end of the talk, students will be able to:
 1. understand their individual personality and uniqueness;
 2. build up individual life goals; and
 3. work out individual potentials and strengths.
Description:   Why should we learn our personality types? Learning personality types is 
a way for better self-understanding. When you know what motivates and 
energizes you mostly, you can seek for more opportunities in developing your 
skills and strategies to work out your strengths and potentials. You may then 
become more well-rounded and capable of achieving great things in your life. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5382 7/9 & 14/9/2017 (Thu) 15:00 – 17:00 AM319 
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Yam Wan Lin, Elaine
(Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University and 
MBTI Step 1 & 2 Certificated Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
English / Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 4 (Intellectual Development)
???????
Zentangle and Mindfulness Workshop
    
Objective: At the end of the workshop, students will be able to: 
 1. acquire basic techniques of zentangle drawing;
 2. practise concentration and mindfulness during zentangle drawing; and
 3. enjoy mindfulness. 
Description:   Zentangle is a meditative art 
form. Unplanned patterns unfold 
your creativity and flexibility. Just 
concentrate your doodling without 
distractions, without interruptions, 
without demands from the outside 
world. You are the cornerstone 
of your tribe to design your own 
unique patterns. 
D
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CRN Date Time Venue
5381 11/9/2017 (Mon) 17:00 – 19:00 AM319 
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Yam Wan Lin Elaine
(Assistant Student Services Manager I of Lingnan University, Zentangle 
Certificated Instructor and Registered Yoga Teacher (RYT 500))
Medium of 
Instruction
English / Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2 (Social & Emotional Development)
????????????????
Give Up or Read Up? Some Tips for Freshman
    
Objective: At the end of talk, students will be able to: 
 1. acquire skills on how to read effectively; 
 2. develop one?s reading habit; and 
 3. enjoy reading.                                                                                        
Description:   Reading is a crucial part of university study. Required reading book lists, 
extended readings ? University students involve much times on reading. How 
to read effectively? This talk will give you some powerful tips and suggestions.
CRN Date Time Venue
5383 11/9/2017 (Mon) 16:30 – 17:30 MBG01
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Prof. Chen Hoi Fai
(Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology and Social Policy of 
Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1 (Intellectual Development)
??????????????????
Spread the Love out: Postcard Making Workshop
    
Objective: At the end of workshop, students will be able to: 
 1. acquire basic techniques of postcard making;
 2. practice positive minds; and
 3. enjoy spreading love.                                                                                          
Description:   By writing and creating a postcard from pounding the color out of leaves 
and flowers, you can spread the love and pass the positive energy to the 
neighborhood. Don?t underestimate your little action. Sometimes a smile, a 
hug, a positive message is big enough to change the world.
CRN Date Time Venue
5398 6/9/2017 (Wed) 17:00 – 18:30 AM317
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Siu Ching
(Founder of Giants Tie Dye, Lingnan Alumni)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese, supplemented with English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5 (Social & Emotional Development)
D
A
???????
Zentangle and Mindfulness Workshop
    S
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W
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????????? 2017
LU Service Day 2017
    
Objective: At the end of the activities, students are able to:
 1. describe the concept of?Education for Service?;
 2. be aware of importance of community services; and
 3. acquire skills for community services.
Description:   In support of Lingnan University?s motto?Education for Service?, volunteer-
service related student societies, including LU Wofoo Leaders?Network 
(LUWLN) and UNI-Y, coordinate with Student Services Centre to organise 
service project in LU Service Day. We are inviting first-year students to make 
wonderful results in volunteering. We care for others, to make a positive 
impact for the betterment of humanity. Join hands with your fellows to serve 
our community in LU Service Day. For more details, please visit our website at 
http://www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/ce.
Date Time Venue
16/9/2017 (Sat) afternoon (exact time depends on projects)
Lingnan Campus / 
Tuen Mun District
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
LU Wofoo Leaders? Network (LUWLN), 
UNI-Y and Student Services Centre
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2 - 4 (Civic Education)
CE Hours 2 - 4 (Training/Service Practicums)
Remarks http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce
?????
Tuesdays with Mentors
    
Objective: At the end of activity, students are able to:
 1. describe values and opportunities of the University;
 2. build up positive mind of university learning; and
 3. set goals for fulfilling university life.                                                                                    
Description:   Inspired by the book ?Tuesdays with Morrie? written by Mitch Albom, a dinner 
talk ?Tuesdays with Mentors? is held in one of the Tuesdays in September 
every year. It aims to provide additional reunion opportunities for mentors 
and mentees. An outstanding alumnus will be invited to give a short talk to 
participants about his or her life experience. Other alumni will also be invited 
to join the dinner to share their Lingnan and career experience with new 
students.
CRN Date Time Venue
5399 19/9/2017 (Tue) 19:00 – 21:30
Lingnan 
House
Instructor(s)/ 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Taki Chan (Lingnan Alumni)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s)  1 (Social & Emotional Development)
Enrollment Register via your NSO Group Leaders
D
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FYEP AYEP&
Section
????
CIVIC EDUCATION
??????     Generation on Integrity Series
?????? –  ??????
Resolving the Dilemmas of Ethical Living C P 22
???????     Hong Kong Stories Series
??????????????
Early Hong Kong Eateries C P 21
??????????????
Early Hong Kong Brothels C P 21
??????     Belt and Road Series
????? –  ???????
Around the World - Bangladesh & Russia E P 22
????? –  ?????????????
Around the World – Mainland and International 
Service-Learning Program Sharing
E P 23
NEW
????????     Leadership Enhancement Programme
??????
Ethics for Office-bearers C P 23LEP
??????     Civic Engagement Series
?????? 
ICAC Ambassador Programme C P 24
????????????????? 
Rainbow Club Big Brothers and Big Sisters Project C P 24
??????? – ??????
Hong Kong Air Cadet Corps – Officer Trainee Training 
Programme
C P 24
X??
Project X C P 25
????? ??? ???????????
???????????????
Befriending Visit 123 (Hospital Wards – Child Care)
C P 25
?????????
Get Started on Volunteer Service in Hospital (Talk) C P 25
??????? –  ????????
Develop Your Leadership in Civic Engagement: Hong Kong 
Air Cadet Corps – Officer Trainee Training Programme (Talk)
C P 25
????????????
Volunteer Service Management Programme C P 26
?????????????
Workshop on Reflection in Service Experiences C P 27
NEW
20
????
CIVIC EDUCATION
 ILP??
 ILP?s Choice
 ?? /??????????????? 
      Courses / Activities Open to All Undergraduate Students of Lingnan University
NEW  ???? /??
 New Courses / Activities
LEP  ?????????? /??
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  ?? / ????????
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  ?? / ???????
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  ?? / ????????
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
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Hong Kong Stories Series
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????
Several topics are designed to introduce Hong Kong?s historical and social developments. 
Students will acquire more knowledge on early development of Hong Kong with different 
angles.
??????????????
Early Hong Kong Eateries
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ????????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???
CRN ?? ?? ??
5474 12/10/2017 (??? ) 17:00 – 19:00 AM319
?? / ??
????? 
(????????????????
????????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
??????????????
Early Hong Kong Brothels
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5475 19/10/2017 (??? ) 17:00 – 19:00 AM319
?? / ??
????? 
(????????????????
????????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
FYEP & AYEP
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??????
Generation on Integrity Series
?????????????????????????????????
????????????
This series conveys an important message to students about civic consciousness and 
integrity.
?????? - ??????
Resolving the Dilemmas of Ethical Living
   FYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ???????????????
 3. ?????????? 
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???
CRN ?? ?? ??
5476 26/9/2017 (??? ) 16:30 – 17:30 LBYG01
?? / ?? ???????????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
??????   The Belt and Road Series
?????????????????????????21??????
??????????? ?????????????????? 60??
?????? 21????????????????????????(?
??? : ??????? ) ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
The Belt and Road refers to the land-based "Silk Road Economic Belt" and the seagoing 
"21st Century Maritime Silk Road". The routes cover more than 60 countries and regions 
from Asia to Europe via Southeast Asia, South Asia, Central Asia, West Asia and the Middle 
East, suggests a modern-day solution that fosters inclusive growth and development in the 
21st century. (Source: HKTDC website) This series invites guest speakers from the Belt and 
Road countries, and introduce them in aspect of cultures, political environments, economies 
and social problems. Students are thus encouraged to look at a country in different angles 
and reflect on their global citizenship. 
????? – ???????
Around the World - Bangladesh & Russia NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. describe the characteristics of these exotic countries;
 2. be aware of global citizenship; and
 3. reflect and respond to multi-cultural environment of hostel community or 
even the society.
Description:  Bangladesh and Russia are usually regarded as exotic in Hong Kong people?s 
eyes. Yet, guest speakers have been invited to introduce these countries in 
the aspect of culture, economies, politics and social problems to participants. 
Participants are not only welcome to raise questions about these foreign 
places, but also to join the discussion how the insights we gained from these 
countries may shed light on our society.
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CRN Date Time Venue
5488 6/11/2017 (Mon) 17:00 – 18:00 AM318
Instructor(s) /
Speaker(s)
Miss Maisha Maliha Yusuf (Student from Bangladesh), 
Miss Polina Vandysheva (Student from Russia), and 
Mr. Jeffy Lau (Assistant Student Services Manager, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1
????? – ?????????????
Around the World – Mainland and International Service-Learning
Program Sharing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. Describe the concept of global citizenship;
 2. Build on their sense of social awareness and social responsibility;
 3. Reflect on and be aware of social issues in the covered countries; and
 4. Gain access to the Mainland and Overseas Service-Learning opportunities.
Description:  Travelling abroad is a good time for exploration and learning new cultures. To 
add value to ordinary travels, the Mainland and International Service-Learning 
Program (MISLP) provides exclusive opportunities for undergraduate students 
to connect academic knowledge with hands-on community experience 
through doing Service-Learning outside of Hong Kong and regular reflection. 
The MISLP allows students to learn and serve in areas including Beijing, India, 
Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Taiwan, Uzbekistan, Yunnan, etc. By 
joining the MISLP, students will be exposed to real-life social issues and build 
on their sense of social responsibility and global citizenship.
 Participants of this ILP session are welcome to explore and review the overseas 
Service-Learning journeys with fellow program returnees! Information of the 
upcoming MISLP 2017-2018 will also be provided during the sharing!
CRN Date Time Venue
5489 10/10/2017 (Tue) 17:00 – 18:30 LKK201
5490 11/10/2017 (Wed) 17:00 – 18:30 LBYG02
Instructor(s) /
Speaker(s)
Program Returnees & 
Ms. Hayden Lee (Project Officer, Office of Service-Learning)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
????????
 Leadership Enhancement Programme
????????????????????????????????
New office-bearers have to shoulder a lot of responsibilities. Do they have to learn from 
mistakes? Is there any short-cut?
??????
Ethics for Office-bearers (Workshop) LEP
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ????????????????????
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????? – ??? ? ???
Around the World - Bangladesh & Russia NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
FYEP & AYEP
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CRN ?? ?? ??
5477 17/10/2017 (??? ) 16:00 - 17:30 AM319
?? / ?? ????? (?????????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
??????   Civic Engagement Series 
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? Civic 
Engagement?????????????? 5???????????? 25
???????? ????????????????????????
???????www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce?
This series aims not only at fostering students? leadership skills, civic responsibility, ethical 
attitude and commitment in the community, but also enhancing students? creative and 
innovative capabilities. The training is about leadership skills, knowledge of civic and 
societal issues, competence development, etc. which prepare students for the service 
practicum. Civic Engagement (CE) is a graduation requirement for Year 3 students or above. 
CE requires students to complete a minimum of 5 hours of training and 25 hours of service 
practicum. For detail: www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce. 
Civic Engagement Projects
??????
ICAC Ambassador Programme
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????
????????????????? 
Rainbow Club Big Brothers and Big Sisters Project 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???
??????? -??????
Hong Kong Air Cadet Corps - Officer Trainee Training Programme
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????
Ethics for Office-bearers (Workshop) LEP
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
????
●????????????????????????
● ????? ??????????????????????????????
● ??????????????????????????????????????
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Project X ?X???
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????? ??? ???????????
???????????????
Befriending Visit 123 (Hospital Wards – Child Care) 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
??????????????????????? /?????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????
Get Started on Volunteer Service in Hospital (Talk)  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????? , ?????
 1. ????????????????????????????
 2. ??????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5491 26/9/2017 (??? ) 16:00 - 17:00 MBG22
?? / ?? ????? (?????????? )????? (??????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
CE ???? 1
??????? - ????????
Develop Your Leadership in Civic Engagement: 
Hong Kong Air Cadet Corps - Officer Trainee Training Programme (Talk)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????? , ?????
 1. ???????????? ;
 2. ??????????????
?? :  ??????? ,??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?? 9????????????
 ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????
FYEP & AYEP
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CRN ?? ?? ??
5492 9/10/2017 (??? ) 16:00 - 17:00 LBYG02
?? / ?? ?????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
CE ???? 1
????????????
Volunteer Service Management Programme 
   AYEP   
?? : ????? , ?????
 1. ???????
 2. ??????????????
 3. ?????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???
 ?????3?????4???? ? 1????
? ●???????????
? ●?????????????????
? ●?????? 5??
? ●????????????????
? ●?????????????
? ●????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
--
????26/9 (??? )?
29/9 (??? ) ?
3/10/2017 (??? )
18:30 - 20:30 WYL108
????10? ??????? ????
????31/10/2017
 (??? ) 18:30 - 20:30 WYL108
?? / ?? ?????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 12
CE ???? 8
CE???? 4
?? $100
??
? ●?????????
? ●???????? : 
   www.ln.edu.hk/ssc/community-services/love/
??????? - ????????
Develop Your Leadership in Civic Engagement: 
Hong Kong Air Cadet Corps - Officer Trainee Training Programme (Talk)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
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?????????????
Workshop on Reflection in Service Experiences
   AYEP   
?? : ????? , ?????
 1. ???????????? ;
 2. ?????????? ; ?
 3. ?????????? ;
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????? (Civic Engagement) ?
???
1. ???????????
2. 5?????? ILP ???? – ?????? (Civic Education - 
Civic Engagement programme) ???? 5???????????
?????????????????? 5??????
3. 25???? : ?????????? (L.O.V.E)????????
???????????????????????????
25?????
* ????????????CE????????? : 
 http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce
CRN ?? ?? ??
-- 20/11/2017 (??? ) 15:00 - 16:00 ??
?? / ?? ????? (????????????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
CE ???? 1
?? ????????????????? 1/11/2017????? love@LN.edu.hk ????????www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ce/ 
FYEP & AYEP
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? Page
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???????     Innovation and Entrepreneurship Series
???? BEATA?BOX
Bootcamp – BEATA?BOX E P 31
????????? –  ????
Startup Weekend Hong Kong @ Lingnan – 
Silver Society
C & E P 31
?? ˖?????
CREATE! Future Entrepreneur Networking Session E P 32
?????????????
Seminar on Successful Entrepreneurs: 
Experience Sharing and Advising
C P 32
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
?????     Career Preparation Series
?????????
Career Seminar: Effective Career Planning
and Management
C P 34
???? I???????
Job Hunting Forum I: Tips from the Boss C P 35
???? – ?????????
Visit to Qianhai for Career & Entrepreneurial
Opportunities
C P 35
NEW
NEW
?????     Applied Skills Series
???????????                                                                                                    
Applied Information Technology Skills Workshops                                  C & E P 35
????????????                                                                                                    
Library Information Skills Workshops                                                                                                   C & E P 36
?????????????                                                                              
Information Technology Fluency Programme
(ITFP) (IIMA206)                             
E P 36
????
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
??????? ? ???????
Film and Seminar ? Sustainability and Society
???????? 21??????
Sustainability Thinking: How to build the skills to
solve problems in the 21st century
E P 32
??????????? – ?????
????
Film Screening - Carbon Nation: Climate Change 
and Solutions
E P 33
?????? – ???????????
???
The Days after the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster – 
Its Impact on Society and the Current Status
C P 33
NEW
NEW
NEW
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LEP  ?????????? /??
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E  ?? / ???????
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???????
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Series
Lingnan Innovation and Entrepreneurship Series aims to promote entrepreneurial spirit and 
capacity on campus, create a sense of social responsibility, and build an innovative culture 
and entrepreneurial spirit in a liberal arts context. This programme also aims to drive 
innovation, growth, and social prosperity in the rapidly evolving world which empowers 
aspiring entrepreneurs to deal with complexity, diversity, ambiguity, and uncertainty.
???? BEATA?BOX
Bootcamp – BEATA?BOX  NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of activity, students are able to:
 1. describe the concept of Social Enterprise in Singapore;
 2. experience innovative and entrepreneurial culture at University; and
 3. care and act responsibly and creatively in the ever-changing world. 
Description:   This Bootcamp aims to introduce the concept of a successful Social Enterprise 
in Singapore. Participants will have a chance to communicate with the founder 
of BEATA?BOX and understand the challenges and tips in starting up a 
brand new company.
CRN Date Time Venue
5431 9/10/2017 (Mon) 16:30 – 18:30 AM201
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Arthur Choo (Founder, BEATA?BOX Group, Singapore)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 2
????????? – ????
Startup Weekend Hong Kong @ Lingnan – Silver Society  NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of activity, students are able to:
 1. identify the startup potential and new ideas on social innovation;
 2. engage with market research and build products; and
 3. demonstrate their business in front of judges and potential investors.                       
Description:   Anyone is welcome to pitch their start up idea and receive feedback from their 
peers. Teams form around the top ideas (as determined by popular vote) and 
embark on a three-day frenzy of business model creation, coding, designing, 
and market validation. The weekend ends with presentations in front of local 
entrepreneurial leaders for another opportunity for critical feedback.
CRN Date Time Venue
5432 13 – 15/10/2017
Begin on 13 Oct 
2017 at 17:30 and
ends on 15 Oct 
2017 at 20:00
Leung Fong Oi Wan 
Art Gallery
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Eric KWAN and Mr. Felix WONG
(Facilitators and Organizers of Startup Weekend Hong Kong)
Medium of 
Instruction
English / Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 12
Fee $300 (refundable if 100% attendance achieved)
Enrolment 
For more information or registration, please visit 
http://www.ln.edu.hk/project/create/funding/Competitions
FYEP & AYEP
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?? . ?????
CREATE! Future Entrepreneur Networking Session  NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of activity, students are able to:
 1. exchange new business ideas and find potential partners;
 2. address social needs and social concerns; and
 3. build network with current entrepreneurs.                                                                            
Description:   The CREATE! Future Entrepreneur Networking Session will serve as a platform 
to gather a group of Lingnan students who are passionate about running 
their own startup business in the future. This event also offers networking 
opportunities for students to connect with different participants with similar 
interests.
CRN Date Time Venue
5433 30/10/2017 (Mon) 17:30 – 19:00 AM201
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Dr. Albert KO (Associate Director, Office of Service-Learning)
Medium of 
Instruction
English / Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
?????? ???????
Seminar on Successful Entrepreneurs: Experience Sharing and 
Advising  NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1. ???????????
 2. ?????????????????
 3. ?????????????                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5463
17/10/2017
(??? ) 17:00 – 18:30 LBYG01
?? / ??
Lingnan Alumni:
Mr. Mark Chan
(Managing Director, CMRS Group)
Mr. Dennis Lew
(Director, Element International Holdings Limited)
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
???????? ? ??????
??? ????????? ??????? ?? ??????? ???????????????? ??
This series aims at introducing Lingnan community to complex sustainability and 
environmental issues through seminars and film screenings. By exposing students to real-life 
societal and global cases, students will be challenged to live a more environmental-friendly 
lifestyle, think and act responsibly for a sustainable future.
???????? 21??????
Sustainability Thinking: How to build the skills to solve problems
in the 21st century  NEW   
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: After the seminar, students are able to:
1. Explore how a sustainability perspective provides powerful tools for 
understanding the world around us;
 2. Understand some of these?thinking?tools for problem solving; and
 3. Gain insights on common blunders, and how to avoid them.     
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Description:   Start with one simple question: is there something special or unique about a 
sustainability perspective that provides better insights and tools for solving 
problems? Actually, yes. In this talk we will explore various?thinking?tools 
that are associated with sustainability, and look at examples of how we can 
use these tools in every day settings to help give us an advantage for the 
future.
CRN Date Time Venue
5456 28/9/2017 (Thu) 17:30 – 19:00 LBYG01
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Prof. Davis BOOKHART                                  
(Senior Manager and Head of the Sustainability Unit, 
Assistant Adjunct Professor of the Division of Environment and 
Sustainability, HKUST)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
??????????? – ?????????
Film Screening - Carbon Nation: Climate Change and Solutions NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: The film will help students :  
 1. understand the socioeconomic and national impact of climate change and 
 2. recognize renewable energy as an important solution and strategy that can 
benefit society as a whole.                                                                                                                     
Description:   Some people believe in climate change, some don't. Here's a climate change 
solutions movie, that doesn't even care if you believe in climate change. The 
movie featured how these people in USA and other countries trying to combat 
climate change with today's renewable energy technologies. 
The post-screening session will discuss how climate change could impact on 
socioeconomic, national and security issues. As a global city upholding its 
environmental stewardship, Hong Kong should become 
CRN Date Time Venue
5457 12/10/2017 (Thu) 17:30 – 19:30 LBYG01
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Prof. Paulina Wong
(Assistant Professor, Science Unit, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
English and/or Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
?????? – ??????????????
The Days after the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster – 
Its Impact on Society and the Current Status NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ??????????????
 3. ??????????                  
?? :  2011? 3? 11?????????????????? 9????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 6???????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???
???????? 21??????
Sustainability Thinking: How to build the skills to solve problems
in the 21st century  NEW    
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
FYEP & AYEP
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CRN ?? ?? ??
5458 2/11/2017 (??? ) 17:30 – 19:00 LBYG01
?? / ?? ???????????????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
????????????????????????? ?????? ?
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????
Through a series of career forums and sharing session, you will be able to understand more 
about your own self and the work world so that you can better prepare for future careers.
?????????
Career Seminar: Effective Career Planning and Management  NEW  
   AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????????????
 2. ??????????????
 3. ?????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5459 28/9/2017 (??? ) 17:00 – 18:30 MBG07
?? / ??
?????
(Career Times Online Limited???? )
Ms. Diane Chan
(Executive Director, Career Times Online Limited)
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
?????? – ??????????????
The Days after the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster – 
Its Impact on Society and the Current Status NEW  
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
35
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t
???? I???????
Job Hunting Forum I: Tips from the Boss
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1. ????????????????
 2. ?????????????
 3. ?????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????
CtRN ?? ?? ??
5461 11/10/2017 (??? ) 17:00 – 19:00 MBG07
?? / ??
Mr. Tommy Lai
(Vice President, North Asia, ONYX Hospitality Group)
Group General Manager  ? Ms. Ivy Wong
(Human Resources and Administration, 
Kerry Logistics Network Limited)
Mr. Ocean Chan (Lingnan Alumnus)
(Head of RQA & CSEM, Hang Seng Bank Limited) 
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
???? – ?????????
Visit to Qianhai for Career & Entrepreneurial Opportunities
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????????? :
 1. ?????????????????
 2. ?????????????????????
 3. ?????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????? ??
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5462 11/11/2017 (??? ) 09:30 – 12:30 ?? (?? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
?????
?? ?? 9? 30?????????
?????????????? ??????? ????? ?
?????????????????????????????????
???????
Through a series of information technology skills and library information skills workshops, it 
makes your university learning easier.  
???????????                                                                                                    
Applied Information Technology Skills Workshops 
   AYEP   
????? :   
??????????? (ITSC) ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????
?????????
http://www.ln.edu.hk/itsc/desktop/ilp
???? Medium of Instruction?
??? / English (in the presence of non-local students)
FYEP & AYEP
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????????????                                                                                                    
Library Information Skills Workshops 
   AYEP   
????? :   
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
?????????
http://www.library.ln.edu.hk/help/classes/
???? Medium of Instruction?
??? / English (in the presence of non-local students)
?????????????                                                                            
Information Technology Fluency Programme (ITFP) 
   AYEP   
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???????? 2012-13???????????? (????????
?????????????????????????????????
???
???????? 2 ILP??????????????????????
???????????????????????
?? Introduction to Information Literacy???????????????
????????????????? ILP??????
??????????????????http://tlc.ln.edu.hk/itfp/
The ITF programme which comprises an ITF Test and an online self-learning programme, 
equip students with necessary IT skills for their study and future career development. 
With effect from 2012-2013, all undergraduate students enrolling in a Lingnan University 
undergraduate programme are required to pass the ITF Test as a requirement for 
graduation. 
Students who pass the test will obtain two ILP units in ?Intellectual Development? domain 
and an ITF Certificate issued by the Teaching and Learning Centre. It will also be recorded 
in the graduate transcript. There is no limit on the number of attempts students can make 
to pass the test. 
Students who have passed the course Introduction to Information Literacy will be given an 
exemption from the IT Fluency Test. They are, however, required to complete all the other 
university ILP requirements. 
For enquiries or registration for a test session, please go to the ITFP website: 
http://study.ln.edu.hk/itfp/
AYEP
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?? / ??
Courses / Activities
? Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
????
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
????     Health Series
????????????
Talk on Healthy Lifestyle and Cervical Cancer C P 40
???????
Talk on Chinese Medicine for Eye Care C P 40
??????
Workshop on Stress Relief with Aromatherapy C P 40
????     Martial Arts
??
Boxing C P 47
??
Muay-Thai Boxing   C P 47
???
Fencing C P 47
??
Judo  C P 48
???
Karate  C P 48
????     Ball Games
??? (?? )
Badminton (Elementary) C P 41
?? (?? )
Basketball (Elementary)     C P 41
???? (?? )
Golf (Elementary)     C P 42
?? (?? )
Squash (Elementary)  C P 42
??? (?? )
Table-tennis (Elementary) C P 43
?? (?? )
Tennis (Elementary)    C P 43
????     Physical Fitness
??? 
Aerobic Dance  C P 44
??? 
Bodybuilding   C P 44
???? 
Fit for Life   C P 45
??  
Yoga C P 45
??????
Fitness Workshop C P 46
NEW
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?? / ??
Courses / Activities
? Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
????    Others
???
Cha Cha Cha C P 50
???
Waltz C P 50
???
Line Dance C P 51
??
Rowing C P 51
??
First Aid  C P 52
????    Swimming Programme
???????
Swimming Workshop (Beginners) C P 52
?? (?? )
Front Crawl (Elementary) C P 53
?? (?? )
Breast Stroke (Elementary)    C P 53
????     Martial Arts
???
Taekwondo   C P 49
???
Tai Chi Chun C P 49
??
Ving Tsun   C P 49
NEW  ???? /??
 New Courses / Activities
LEP  ?????????? /??
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  ?? / ????????
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  ?? / ???????
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  ?? / ????????
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
???? /?????????????????
All Sports Equipment are provided by Student Services Centre.
?????? /???????????????????????????
Students are required to dress appropriately of attending in the above courses/activities. 
No jeans and slippers are allowed.
??????????????????????
Activities under Physical Education open to all undergraduate students of Lingnan University.
40
???????????? ?????? ?
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
A series of health talks and workshops introduce to you how to strive for healthy life in 
campus.
????????????
Talk on Healthy lifestyle and Cervical Cancer Prevention
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : • ?????????????
 • ?????????????????????????                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5486 20/9/2017 (??? ) 15:00 – 16:00 MBG06
?? / ?? ??????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
???????
Talk on Chinese Medicine for Eye Care  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????????????                                                                                       
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5495 12/10/2017 (??? ) 11:00 – 12:00 MBG07
?? / ?? ????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
??????
Workshop on Stress Relief with Aromatherapy
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ???????????????????                                                                                           
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5487 12/10/2017 (??? ) 15:00 – 17:00 AM317
?? / ?? ?????
(??????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
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???????????? ?????
?? 6???????????????????
Up to seven different ball games available, training students to diverse interests.
??? (?? )
Badminton (Elementary)                                              
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????
  ???????????
 3. ????????????????                                                                
?? :  ???????? 19???????? (Badminton) ???????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????
CRN Date Time Venue
5334 26/9, 3/10, 10/10, 17/10, 
24/10 & 31/10/2017 (Tue)
10:30 – 12:00
Badminton Court, 
Sports Complex
5335 12:00 – 13:30
5336 27/9, 4/10, 11/10, 18/10, 
25/10 & 1/11/2017 (Wed)
10:30 – 12:00
5337 12:00 – 13:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Leung Wai Lee
(Coach of Badminton Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
?? (?? )
Basketball (Elementary)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ????????????????????????????
  ?????
 3. ???????????????                                                                                                                                
?? :  ?????? 1891?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5338
22/9, 29/9, 6/10, 13/10, 
27/10 & 3/11/2017 (Fri)
11:00 – 12:30
Basketball Court, 
Sports Complex
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Lee Tat Shing
(Coach of Basketball Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
42
???? (?? )
Golf (Elementary)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ??????????????????????????
  ??????
 3. ?????????????????                                                                
?? :  ??????? 15?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????                                                                                                                                              
CRN Date Time Venue
5339
22/9, 29/9, 6/10, 13/10 & 
27/10/2017 (Fri)
16:00 – 18:00
Tuen Mun Golf Centre
54 Lung Mun Road, 
Tuen Mun
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Siu Kam Piu
(Registered coach of The Hong Kong Professional Golfers? Association)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee
$250
(Fee $ 50 & Deposit $200;  Refund of deposit with 80% attendance record)
?? (?? )
Squash (Elementary)                                                 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ??????????????????????????????
 3. ????????????
?? :  ????? 19????????Squash ????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????                                    
CRN Date Time Venue
5340 28/9, 12/10, 19/10, 26/10, 
2/11 & 9/11/2017 (Thu)
10:30 – 12:00
Squash Court, 
Sports Complex
5341 12:00 – 13:30
5342 29/9, 6/10, 13/10, 20/10, 
27/10 & 3/11/2017 (Fri)
10:30 – 12:00
5343 12:00 – 13:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Wong Chi Keung, Eric 
(Coach of Squash Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
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??? (?? )
Table-tennis (Elementary) 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????
 3. ????????????????                                                                
?? :  ?????? 19??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????  
CRN Date Time Venue
5344 28/9, 12/10, 19/10, 26/10, 
2/11 & 9/11/2017 (Thu)
10:30 – 12:00 Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre5345 12:00 – 13:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Yam Tak Yiu
(Coach of Table-tennis Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
?? (?? )
Tennis (Elementary)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????????
 3. ???????????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5346
29/9, 6/10, 13/10, 20/10, 
27/10 & 3/11/2017 (Fri)
10:00 – 11:30 Tennis Court, 
Outdoor Sports 
Ground5347 11:30 – 13:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Shea Pui Tak, Taylor
(Coach of Tennis Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
FYEP & AYEP
44
????????????? ?? ???????
?????????????????????????????
Good level of physical fitness can ensure physical and mental health, and improve life 
quality.
???
Aerobic Dance 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ???????????
 3. ??????????    
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
????????????????                                                                                              
CRN Date Time Venue
5348 26/9, 3/10, 10/10, 17/10, 
24/10 & 31/10/2017 (Tue)
18:30 – 20:00 Room 2, Student 
Activities Centre5349 20:00 – 21:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Liu Jian
(Experienced Aerobic Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
???
Bodybuilding 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????????
 2. ????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???                                                                                         
CRN Date Time Venue
5350
26/9, 3/10, 10/10, 17/10, 
24/10 & 31/10/2017 (Tue)
12:00 – 13:30
Fitness Room, 
Sports Complex
5351
27/9, 4/10, 11/10, 18/10, 
25/10 & 1/11/2017 (Wed)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Ping Hong, Ellis
(Experienced Physical Fitness Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
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????
Fit for Life 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????????
 2. ????????????
 3. ??????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????                                                                              
CRN Date Time Venue
5352
26/9, 3/10, 10/10, 17/10, 
24/10 & 31/10/2017 (Tue)
10:30 – 12:00
Fitness Room, 
Sports Complex
5353
27/9, 4/10, 11/10, 18/10, 
25/10 & 1/11/2017 (Wed)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Ping Hong, Ellis
(Experienced Physical Fitness Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??  
Yoga
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ????????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
?????????????
CRN Date Time Venue Instructor
5354 25/9, 9/10, 16/10, 
23/10, 30/10 & 
6/11/2017 (Mon)
12:30 – 14:00
Room 2, 
Student 
Activities 
Centre
Ms. Wong Man 
Shan, Joyce
5355 14:00 – 15:30
5356 27/9, 4/10, 11/10, 
18/10, 25/10 & 
1/11/2017 (Wed)
10:00 – 11:30
5357 11:30 – 13:00
5358 26/9, 3/10, 10/10, 
17/10, 24/10 & 
31/10/2017 (Tue)
15:00 – 16:30
Ms. Liu Jian, 
Candy5359 16:30 – 18:00
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
46
??????
Fitness Workshop                                                 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5322 4/9/2017  (Mon)
10:30 – 12:30
Fitness Room, 
Sports Complex
5323 5/9/2017  (Tue)
5324 6/9/2017  (Wed)
5325 7/9/2017  (Thu)
5326 8/9/2017  (Fri)
5327 11/9/2017  (Mon)
5328 12/9/2017  (Tue)
5329 13/9/2017  (Wed)
5330 14/9/2017  (Thu)
5331 15/9/2017  (Fri)
5332 18/9/2017  (Mon)
5333 19/9/2017  (Tue)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Ping Hong, Ellis
(Experienced Physical Fitness Instructor)
Medium of Instruction Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
Fee Deposit $50 (Refund of deposit after attending the workshop)
Remarks
Register in person at the Student Services Centre, G/F, Dorothy Y. L. Wong 
Building on a first-come-first-served basis from now to first day of class.
?????????????????
●????? ??????????? ????????? ???????? ????????????
????????????????
●? ?? ?????? ?? ????? ??????? ?? ???? ?????? ????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ???? ???????????????
●???????????????????????????????????????????????
●?? ????????????? ???????????????????????????????
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FYEP & AYEP
????????????? ? ????
7????????????????????????????????
???
Up to seven different types of martial arts courses available, enhancing students? fitness 
level and self-defense ability.
??
Boxing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ??????????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5360
25/9, 9/10, 16/10, 23/10, 
30/10 & 6/11/2017 (Mon)
15:30 – 17:00 AM110
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Kwok Hung 
(Experienced Instructor of the Hong Kong Boxing Association)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??
Muay-Thai Boxing 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ????????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5361
25/9, 9/10, 16/10, 23/10, 
30/10 & 6/11/2017 (Mon)
17:00 – 18:30 AM110
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Kwok Hung 
(Experienced Instructor of the Hong Kong Boxing Association)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??
Fencing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ???????? (???????????????? )??
 3. ????????? ?????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
48
CRN Date Time Venue
5362
25/9, 9/10, 16/10, 23/10, 
30/10 & 6/11/2017 (Mon)
19:30 – 21:30
Table-tennis Room, 
Sports Complex
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Wan Hiu Fai
(Licensed Fencing Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??
Judo
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????
 2. ??????????????????
 3. ??????????
?? :  ??????????????1882?????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5363
28/9, 12/10, 19/10, 26/10, 
2/11 & 9/11/2017 (Thu)
19:00 – 21:00
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Chan Hung Wai
(Coach of Judo Team of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
???
Karate
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ?????????????????1879??????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5364
29/9, 6/10, 13/10, 27/10, 
3/11 & 10/11/2017 (Fri)
19:30 – 21:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Lo Ho Yin 
(Registered Coach of the Karatedo Federation of Hong Kong, China)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??
Fencing
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
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???
Taekwondo
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ??????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???
CRN Date Time Venue
5365
26/9, 3/10, 10/10, 17/10, 
24/10 & 31/10/2017 (Tue)
18:30 – 20:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
TBC
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
???
Tai Chi Chuan                                        
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????
 2. ??????????????
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????
CRN Date Time Venue
5366 28/9, 12/10, 19/10, 26/10, 
2/11 & 9/11/2017 (Thu)
14:00 – 15:30
AM320
5367 15:30 – 17:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Yip Sau Chi, April
(Experienced Tai Chi Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??
Ving Tsun
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????
 2. ????????? (????????????????
  ?????? )??
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????          
FYEP & AYEP
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CRN Date Time Venue
5368 25/9, 9/10, 16/10, 23/10, 
30/10 & 6/11/2017 (Mon)
11:00 – 12:30
AM320
5369 12:30 – 14:00
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Leung Kai Kin, Kenny
(Experienced Ving Tsun Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonesev
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
???????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
In addition to swimming, fitness, ball games and martial arts courses, Student Services 
Centre also offers other alternative physical education courses such as rowing, social dance 
and first aid courses to broaden students' horizons.
???
Cha Cha Cha                             
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ???????????????
 3. ??????????????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
4/4????????????????????????????
???????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5370
27/9, 4/10, 11/10, 18/10, 
25/10 & 1/11/2017 (Wed)
13:30 – 15:00
Room 2, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Lam Kim Wa, Linda 
(Licenced Instructor of the National Association of Teachers of Dancing) 
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
???   
Waltz 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ????????????????
 3. ??????????????
?? :  ?????????????????????????? 3/4??
??????????????????????????????
????                                                                                     
??
Ving Tsun
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
??????????????????? ???? ???????????????
●??????????????????????????
●?? ????????????
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CRN Date Time Venue
5371
27/9, 4/10, 11/10, 18/10, 
25/10 & 1/11/2017 (Wed)
15:00 – 16:30
Room 3, Student 
Activities Centre
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Lam Kim Wa, Linda 
(Licenced Instructor of the National Association of Teachers of Dancing)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
 
???         
Line Dance
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????????
 2. ???????????????
 3. ????????????
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5372 27/9, 11/10, 18/10, 25/10, 
1/11 & 8/11/2017 (Wed)
18:30 – 20:00 Room 1, Student 
Activities Centre5373 20:00 – 21:30
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Liu Jian
(Experienced Social Dance Instructor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
??   
Rowing                                         
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????
 2. ?????????????????
 3. ????????????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????           
CRN Date Time Venue
5498
30/9/2017 (Sat) &
2/10/2017 (Mon)
09:00 – 18:00
14:00 – 18:00
??????
??????
27??
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
?????
(?????????? )
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 12
Fee
$250
(Fee $ 50 & Deposit $200; Refund of deposit with 80% attendance record)
???   
Waltz 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
FYEP & AYEP
52
??   
First Aid
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????
 2. ????????????
 3. ??????????                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?? 80%?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5375
8/1 – 12/1/2018
(Mon – Fri)
09:30 – 16:30 LKK201
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Experienced Instructor of the Hong Kong 
St. John Ambulance Association
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 12
Fee $250 (?????? $50??? $200 )
Date of Online 
Registration
???????????
Remarks
????? 80%???????
 (??????????$80?????????$38?)
??????????? ?? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
This program is especially designed for students with different needs, from fearing of 
water to able to swim in breast stroke and front crawl.  By learning of different swimming 
workshops or swimming styles, students are able to learn and improve their swimming 
abilities and can enjoy swimming in the pool.
???????
Swimming Workshop (Beginners)
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????????????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ?????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
CRN Date Time Venue
5317
4/9/2017 (Mon)
16:45 – 18:45 Tin Ka Ping 
Swimming Pool5318 18:45 – 20:45
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Tsui Yuen Ching, Carmen 
(Assistant Manager 1, Physical Education, of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
Fee      Deposit $50 (Refund of deposit after attending the workshop)
Date of Online 
Registration
Register in person at the Student Services Centre, G/F, Dorothy 
Y. L. Wong Building on a first-come-first-served basis from now 
to first day of class.
53
Ph
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n
?? (?? )   
Front Crawl  (Elementary)                     
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????????????
 2. ?????? (??????????????????? )??
 3. ?????????? 
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
???                                                                                   
CRN Date Time Venue
5319
6/9, 8/9, 13/9, 15/9, 20/9, 
22/9 & 27/9/2017
 (Wed & Fri)
17:30 – 18:45
Tin Ka Ping 
Swimming Pool
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Tsui Yuen Ching, Carmen 
(Assistant Manager 1, Physical Education, of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
Date of Online 
Registration
Register in person at the Student Services Centre, G/F, Dorothy
Y. L. Wong Building on a first-come-first-served basis from now
to first day of class.
?? (?? )
Breast Stroke (Elementary)                      
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????????????????????????
 2. ?????? (??????????????????? )??
 3. ?????????? 
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????                                                                           
CRN Date Time Venue
5320 6/9, 8/9, 13/9, 15/9, 20/9, 
22/9 & 27/9/2017 (Wed & 
Fri)
18:45 – 20:00
Tin Ka Ping 
Swimming Pool5321 20:00 – 21:15
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Tsui Yuen Ching, Carmen
 (Assistant Manager 1, Physical Education, of Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 8
Fee $50
Date of Online 
Registration
Register in person at the Student Services Centre, G/F, Dorothy
Y. L. Wong Building on a first-come-first-served basis from now
to first day of class.
FYEP & AYEP
SOCIAL AND 
EMOTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
???
????
55
Social &
 Em
otional 
D
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?? / ??
Courses / Activities
? Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
???????
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
??????     Self-understanding Series
?????????? MBTI®????
Understanding your MBTI® types –Decision Making                                  C P 56
???????
Narrative Drawing Workshop                                                                                             C P 56
?????? ??????
I Move, Therefore I am - Drama & Movement Workshop C P 57
NEW
?????     Inter-personal Intelligence Series
????@????????
Personality Dimensions@  and Life Values Workshop C & E P 57
????????????
Birth Order and Communication Workshop C P 58
??????????
Toastmasters Training for Public Speaking                                      E P 59
NEW
NEW
????????     Healthy Emotion Management Series
???????????
Mental Health First Aid Certificate Course C P 60
??????????
1 Hour Easy, Breezy and Stress-Free Workshop C & E P 60NEW
??????      Leadership Enhancement Programme
???????
Workshop on Team Leadership C P 61
??????????
Programme Planning and Management for Student 
Societies
C P 61
???????
Tips on Writing Proposal and Report C P 62
LEP
LEP
LEP
NEW
 ILP??
 ILP?s Choice
 ?? /??????????????? 
      Courses / Activities Open to All Undergraduate Students of Lingnan University
NEW  ???? /??
 New Courses / Activities
LEP  ?????????? /??
           Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme       
C  ?? / ????????
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  ?? / ???????
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  ?? / ????????
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
56
??????    Self-understanding Series
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????
Through participating in this series of workshops, students are able to raise their awareness 
in self-understanding and self-appreciation.
?????????? MBTI®????
Understanding your MBTI® types – Decision Making  NEW
   FYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???? MBTI???????? ; ? 
 2. ??????????????????????????
  ??????                                          
?? :  ?????? hall????? project???????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5500
12/10? 19/10/2017
(??? ) 10:30 – 12:30 AM319
?? / ?? ?????
(?????? ? MBTI® ?????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 4
???????
Narrative Drawing Workshop  NEW
   FYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????? ;
 2. ???? ; ?
 3. ?????????????                                                     
?? :  ???????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??
???????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5501
12/10? 19/10/2017
(??? ) 14:00 – 16:00 AM319
?? / ?? ????? (?????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 4
57
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?????? ??????
I Move, Therefore I am - Drama & Movement Workshop
   AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ???????????????
 2. ?????????????????????????????
 3. ?????????????????????                                                         
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5502 14/10/2017 (??? ) 10:00 – 13:00 AM320
?? / ?? ???????????????????????????? (????????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 3
?? ?? (?? $50)
??
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
??????????????????
?????    Inter-personal Intelligence Series
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
Through participating in this series of workshops, students can be helped to better relate 
with others with good communication skills, good dining etiquette, and public speaking.
????®???? (??? )
Personality Dimensions® & Life Values Workshop NEW
   AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ??????????????????????
 3. ???????                                         
?? :  ?????????????????????????? ???
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5503
20/9 & 27/9/2017
(??? Wed) 10:00 – 12:00 AM318
?? / ?? ????? (?????????????
Personality Dimensions®???? )
???? ???????? (Supplemented with English)
ILP?? 4
FYEP & AYEP
????
●???????? ??????
●????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
●???????????????????????????????????????
58
????®???? (??? )
Personality Dimensions® & Life Values Workshop NEW
   AYEP   
????????????
Birth Order and Communication Workshop NEW
   FYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1.   ??????????????????
 2.   ???????????????????????
 3.   ???????????????????
 4.   ???????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????? 
CRN ?? ?? ??
5504 21/9/2017 (??? ) 9:30 – 12:30 AM320
?? / ?? ?????
(?????? ? MBTI® ?????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 3
????
●?????????
● ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
59
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??????????
Toastmasters Training for Public Speaking 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: Toastmasters training aims to:
 1. Demonstrate the techniques required in English public speaking and refine 
it through constant practice.
 2. Develop competent listening and evaluation skills for the delivery of 
constructive feedback.
 3. Identify the resources  and name the channels and opportunities available 
for students to develop as good communicators and leaders.
Description:  The whole idea of Toastmasters Training is to develop students? English 
speaking skills effectively through delivering prepared and impromptu 
speeches in front of groups and by working with others in a supportive 
atmosphere. Participants are also involved in providing feedback and 
evaluation to one another?s presentation. Students who are keen to acquire 
further qualifications in public speaking and leadership can join the Lingnan 
University Toastmasters Club as international member, joining speech contests 
and workshops, and continue to work towards the Toastmasters Competent 
Communicator and/or Competent Leader award.
CRN Date Time Venue
5505 13/9/2017 (Wed)
19:00 – 21:00
MBG06
5506 27/9/2017 (Wed) LBYG01
5507 11/10/2017 (Wed) LBYG01
5508 25/10/2017 (Wed) LBYG01
5509 8/11/2017 (Wed) LBYG01
5510 22/11/2017 (Wed) LBYG01
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 2
Date of Online 
Registration
For the first session on 13/9/2017, enrolment starts on 
4 Sep 2017 (Mon) via: 
http://www.ln.edu.hk/sys/ssc/coming_programmes/ 
For the other sessions, please enrol during the ILP registration period: 
13/9/2017 - 16/9/2017
?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ? ???????????????????????
FYEP & AYEP
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????????
Healthy Emotion Management Series
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
This series will offer you effective ways to understand your emotion status and how to 
handle your emotions with positive attitude.
??????????
Mental Health First Aid Certificate Course
   AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ??????????????????????
  ??????
 2. ????????????????
 3. ??????????????
 4. ????????????????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5511
7/10,21/10 ? 4/11/2017
(??? )
09:30 – 16:30
(7 & 21/10/2017)
09:30 – 11:30 
(4/11/2017)
AM318
?? / ?? ????? (??????????????? ) ?????? (???????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 15
?? $50 (?? $200, ??????? , ???????? )
?? ??????????????????????????????????
??????????
One Hour Easy, Breezy and Stress-Free Workshop  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ????????
 2. ????????????? 
?? :  ????????????part time??? ???????????
?????????????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5512 18/10/2017 (??? ) 18:00 – 19:00 LKK202
?? / ?? ????? (???????????? )
???? ???????? (Supplemented with English)
ILP?? 1
61
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Leadership Enhancement Programme 
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
New office-bearers have to shoulder a lot of responsibilities. Do they have to learn from 
mistakes? Is there any short-cut?
???????
Workshop on Team Leadership LEP  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ????????????
 2.  ??????????????
 3. ??????? (stakeholders)???????????????
  ?????????????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5513
13/11/2017 
 (??? ) 18:00 – 20:30 ?????
?? / ?? ??????????? (???????? )??????????? (?????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2.5
??
????????????????????????
??????????
??????? 10? 23??????????????
??????????
??????????
Programme Planning and Management for Student Societies LEP
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????? , ???? :
 1. ??????????
 2. ??????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5514 18/11/2017 (??? ) 11:00 – 13:00 AM319
?? / ?? ?????  (?????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
FYEP & AYEP
????
●?????????????????????????????????????
●??????????????????????????????????????????
62
???????
Tips on Writing Proposal and Report LEP
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????? , ???? :
 1. ?????????????????????
 2. ???????????????
 3. ??????????????
?? :  ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5515 24/10/2017 (??? ) 15:30 – 16:30 AM319
?? / ?? ????? (?????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
FYEP & AYEP
????
●??????????????
●???????????????????????????????????
AESTHETIC
DEVELOPMENT
????
64
?? / ??
Courses / Activities
? Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
NEW  ???? /??
 New Courses / Activities
 Courses / Activities of Leadership Enhancement Programme
C  ?? / ????????
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  ?? / ???????
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  ?? / ????????
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
????
AESTHETIC DEVELOPMENT
??????       Calligraphy  Programme
?????? ? ????
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Kai Shu & Xing Shu NEW C P 65
?????? ? ??
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Hard Pen C P 65
??????       Visual Arts Programme
??????
Chinese Painting (Lingnan School of Painting) Workshop C P 66
??????
Pen and Ink Sketching with Pastel NEW C P 66
????       Arts Appreciation Programme
Seminar on East, West and In-Between: A Culture-based 
Strategy for Innovation NEW E P 67
?????? - ???????
Dance Performance: The Glory of Kathak with
Smt.Sunayana Hazarilal
NEW E P 67
???????????
Kathak Dance and Music Workshop NEW E P 68
????????
Workshop: Music and Creativity NEW E P 68
???????????
Concerts@Lingnan: Peter Phillips Conducts Tallis Vocalis NEW E P 69
???????
Vocal Training Workshop by Ms. Bethan Clark NEW E P 69
?????????????
Guided Concert Experience with a Composer: 
Four Beethoven Symphonies with Gustavo Dudamel
NEW E P 70
??????????????????????
Activities under Aesthetic Development open to all undergraduate students
of Lingnan University.
65
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??????    Chinese Calligraphy Programme
?????????????????????????????????
?????????
Through the medium of form, way of handling the brush, presentation, and style, Chinese 
calligraphy is perceived as a work of art. The courses will let students learn how to write in 
Chinese traditional calligraphic forms step-by-step and experience the aesthetics of Chinese 
calligraphy.
?????? ? ????
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Kai Shu & Xing Shu  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1.??????????????
 2.????????????????
 3.???????????????                                                                                                        
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???
 ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????
 ??????????????????????????????
??????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5376
18/9?25/9?9/10?
16/10?23/10?
30/10/2017(??? )
13:30 – 15:00 AM317
?? / ?? ???? (??????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 9
?????? ? ??
Fundamental Chinese Calligraphy – Hard Pen
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????????????
 2. ???????????
 3.???????????                                                                                                                                              
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5377
18/9?25/9?9/10?
16/10?23/10?
30/10/2017(??? )
15:30 – 17:00 AM317
?? / ?? ???? (??????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 9
FYEP & AYEP
????
? ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
66
??????    Visual Arts Programme
?????????????????????????????????
?????
The Visual Arts Programme will offer you a lot of opportunities to taste Western painting, 
Chinese painting and art works from various artists and painters.
??????
Chinese Painting (Lingnan School of Painting) Workshop
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ????????????
 2. ?????????????????????
 3. ????????????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5378 20/9?27/9?11/10?
18/10?25/10?
1/11/2017 (??? )
13:30 – 15:30
AM317
5379 16:00 – 18:00
?? / ?? ????? (??????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 12
??????
Pen and Ink Sketching with Pastel  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ?????????
 2. ?????????????????????
 3. ??????????                                                                                                          
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5380
22/9?6/10?13/10?
20/10?27/10?
3/11/2017 (??? )
10:00 – 12:00 AM317
?? / ?? ?????? (???? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 12
????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????    Arts Appreciation Series
In this term, we will offer you a lot of opportunities to appreciate music and visual arts. 
Find your interests and excel talents in various arts forms.
Seminar on East, West and In-Between: 
A Culture-based Strategy for Innovation  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the talk, students will be able to:
 1. describe the cultural-based strategy;
 2. make arts works with special techniques; and
 3. experience arts.
Description:   If art is a reflection of the creator, then Sita Wong?s work is a visual collage 
of influences from East and West. She is interested to create works where 
both cultures within a piece not only converse with one another through 
their traditions of material, form and craftsmanship, but also through their 
original cultural contexts. This seminar will begin with a brief discussion of 
how culture-base knowledge drives innovation and how creativity flourishes 
by reviewing a few actual cases of artists? works. Then, Sita will introduce her 
recent projects and highlights of the creative process from initial concept to 
completion. Lastly, she will preview her upcoming exhibition.
CRN Date Time Venue
5485 26/10/2017 (Thu) 16:30 – 17:30 NAB323
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Sita Wong
 (Artist-in-residence, Department of Visual Studies, Lingnan University)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1
?????? ? ???????
Dance Performance: The Glory of Kathak with Smt.Sunayana Hazarilal  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the performance, students will be able to:
 1. identify the different movements of a kathak performance;
 2. appreciate the unique characteristics of kathak dance and music; 
 3. observe how dance and music are interwoven; and
 4. enjoy a powerful performance.
Description:   This performance introduces the audience to kathak, one of the eight Indian 
classical dance forms. Originating in the temples of North India, kathak 
represents a several-thousand-year legacy of Indian dance heritage, and 
narrates traditional Indian stories through dance. The kathak  performance 
begins with a prayer and moves to movements of decorative dance, mime, 
rhythmic compositions of rhythmic syllables, footwork patterns, fusion with 
percussion, and more.
CRN Date Time Venue
5450 26/09/2017 (Tue) 18:30 – 20:00
Chan Tak Tai 
Auditorium
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Smt.Sunayana Hazarilal (Exponent of Kathak from the Banaras School)
Pt. Kalinath Mishra  (Tabla Player).
Pt. Somnath Mishra  (Vocalist and Harmonium Player)
Alka Gujar  (Sitar Player and Disciple of Acharya Jialal)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
FYEP & AYEP
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???????????
Kathak Dance and Music Workshop  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the session, students will be able to:
 1. actively experience, and experiment with, the kathak dance form;
 2. interact with kathak dancer and musicians;
 3. identify unique features of kathak; and
 4. appreciate the joy of kathak dance and music.
Description:   This workshop introduces the audience to kathak , one of the eight Indian 
classical dance forms. Originating in the temples of North India, kathak 
represents a several-thousand-year legacy of Indian dance heritage, and 
narrates traditional Indian stories through dance. Through this workshop, 
students will learn basic dance moves, and experience first-hand the unique 
features of kathak dance and music.
CRN Date Time Venue
5451 27/09/2017 (Wed) 10:30 – 12:30
Leung Fong Oi Wan
Art Gallery 
Performers
Smt.Sunayana Hazarilal (Exponent of Kathak from the Banaras School)
Pt. Kalinath Mishra  (Tabla Player).
Pt. Somnath Mishra  (Vocalist and Harmonium Player)
Alka Gujar  (Sitar Player and Disciple of Acharya Jialal)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 2
????????
Workshop: Music and Creativity  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. use musical instruments to communicate and express themselves using 
non-verbal but musical means; 
 2. understand how music-making activities can enhance creative thinking; and
 3. collaborate in order to realise creative ideas, thereby improving team-
building skills.    
Description:   This two-session workshop will explore the connection of music-making 
activities with creativity. Through interactive group musical activities, 
participants can experience some core values in music-making, such as the 
importance of listening, feeling of pulses and rhythms, structuring of sound, 
articulation and contrast to form textures. From learning these qualities in 
music-making, we will identify the role played by music in communication, 
expression and creative thinking. The workshop can benefit students from 
a range of musical backgrounds, including those with no musical training. 
Knowledge of musical notations is not necessary. 
**Basic musical instruments will be provided. Students who own instruments are 
encouraged to bring them.**
CRN Date Time Venue
5452
09/10 & 16/10/2017 
(Mon) 
17:00 – 18:30
Sin Cho Ming 
Function Hall
Performers
Dr. Ip Kim-ho
(Associate Professor of Practice, Music and 
Performing Arts Unit, Faculty of Arts)
Medium of 
Instruction
English 
ILP Unit(s) 3
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???????????
Concerts@Lingnan: Peter Phillips Conducts Tallis Vocalis   NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. identify the features of chamber choir music; 
 2. recognize the similarities and differences between and Renaissance and 
modern chamber choir pieces; and
 3. enjoy music.
Description:  This evening concert features the chamber choir Tallis Vocalis , conducted 
by world-renowned conductor and scholar Peter Phillips. The programme 
celebrates some of the best and well-known Renaissance and contemporary 
pieces written for unaccompanied chorus. These include works by Renaissance 
composer William Byrd and contemporary composer Arvo Pärt. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5453 19/10/2017 (Thu) 19:30 – 21:00
Leung Fong Oi Wan 
Art Gallery
Performers
Tallis Vocalis  (Hong Kong?s first vocal ensemble dedicated 
to the performance of early and Renaissance music)
Peter Phillips  (Guest Conductor, Founder and 
Director of The Tallis Scholars  UK)
Medium of 
Instruction
English 
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
???????
Vocal Training Workshop by Ms. Bethan Clark  NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. better use their voices to sing; 
 2. understand how their bodies can produce a strong vocal sound; and
 3. appreciate how singing works, individually and in an ensemble (group).
Description:   This two-session vocal training workshop will help singers learn how to 
use their voice, including breathing, support, tuning, diction, and ensemble 
singing. The workshops will employ a variety of musical styles, such as musical 
theatre, jazz, classical, and pop.
The workshop can help students from a range of musical backgrounds: those 
with little singing background can apply, though students who have taken Ms. 
Clark?s workshop in 2015-16 or in 2016-17 will be given priority.
CRN Date Time Venue
5454 25/10 & 1/11/2017 (Wed) 16:30 – 18:00 AM320
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Bethan Clark 
(Choral Conductor, Singer, Teacher and Artist from the UK; 
Chorus Master for Tallis Vocalis)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 3
FYEP & AYEP
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?????????????
Guided Concert Experience with a Composer: 
Four Beethoven Symphonies with Gustavo Dudamel   NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students will be able to:
 1. appreciate a live concert and a live open rehearsal;
 2. identify the characteristics of Beethoven symphonies;
 3. understand how music can be enjoyed and created by everyone; and
 4. interact with a professional composer.    
Description:   This Guided Concert Experience gives students the opportunity to attend a 
concert and an open rehearsal under the guidance of a professional composer. 
The two events feature four of Beethoven?s symphonies, conducted by 
Gustavo Dudamel and performed by the Simon Bolivar Symphony Orchestra 
of Venezuela, with a unique opportunity to observe a rehearsal conducted by 
Maestro Dudamel himself.
 https://www.hk.artsfestival.org/en/programmes/dudamel-and-sbsov-beethoven-cycle/
 The activity occurs in four parts:
1) Preparation session: Learn the cultural context and key musical elements 
of Beethoven symphonies from the perspective of a composer;
2) Concert : Enjoy prime seats in Tsuen Wan Town Hall Auditorium for a 
performance of Beethoven?s 1st and 2nd symphonies;
3) Open rehearsal : Observe an open rehearsal of Beethoven?s 5th and 6th 
symphonies, featuring two top HK secondary school orchestras playing 
alongside the Simon Bolivar Symphony Orchestra of Venezuela; and
4) Reflection session: Share concert experience with the composer/teacher 
and with each other, and discuss key elements learned.
CRN Date Time Venue
5455
30/10/2017 (Mon) 17:00 – 18:30 WYL108
02/11/2017 (Thu) 19:45 – 22:00
Tsuen Wan Town
Hall Auditorium
04/11/2017 (Sat) 13:15 – 14:45
HK Cultural Centre 
Concert Hall
06/11/2017 (Mon) 17:00 – 18:30 WYL108
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Dr. Ip Kim-ho
(Associate Professor of Practice, Music and 
Performing Arts Unit, Faculty of Arts)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 6
FYEP & AYEP
HOSTEL
EDUCATION
????
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?? / ??
Courses / Activities
? Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
????
HOSTEL EDUCATION
??????? ?? 
Organised by William M W Mong Hall
The Bank of East Asia Hall (MEA)
?????????
Make a Cake without Baking C P 77
???????
Film Appreciation C P 77
????? Dos and Don?ts
Dos and Don?ts on Your CV C P 77
?????? ??
Organised by Student Services Centre
???????????? 
Workshop on Handling Conflicts in New Hostel Life C P 75
????????????
Waste Reduction in New Hostel Life C P 75
????????
Sharing of Fruitful Hostel Life by Students C P 75
?????
Mindfulness and Yoga C & E P 76NEW
?????? • ???? ??
Organised by Tsung Tsin Association and Fok Cho Min Hall (TFB)
HB ???
BB English Series: Global Village E P 78
?????
BB?s English Series: Movie Appreciation C & E P 78
HB???????? ?
BB?s English Series: What is Postgraduate Study? C & E P 78NEW
NEW
????? ??
Organised by Chung Shung Yee Min Hall (CSYM)
??? X???? X???????
Yin Yoga X Singing Bowl X Aromatherapy Therapy 
Workshop
C & E P 79
????
Gentle Flow Yoga C & E P 80
????????
Introduction to Russian Culture E P 80
?????? 
Forum on Hong Kong Society C P 81
NEW
NEW
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? Page
FYEP AYEP&
Section
??? ??
Organised by Lam Woo Hall (LWD)
WO Chatroom: Welcome to Lam Woo Hall! C & E P 81
Lam Woo Hall Movie Night: Coach Carter C & E P 81NEW
???? ??
Organised by The Jockey Club Hall (JCE)
??????
Healthy Hostel Life with Exercise C P 82NEW
???? ??
Organised by The Jockey Club Hall (JCF)
?????????????
Human Design: A Journey towards Self-enlightenment C P 82
?? Deadline Fighter
Understanding Deadline Fighter C P 83
NEW
NEW
?????? ??
Organised by The Jockey Club New Hall (JCNG)
????? 
Around the World E P 83
?? G?
Healthy Living in Hostel G – Hiking C P 84
NEW
NEW
?????? ??
Organised by The Jockey Club New Hall (JCNH)
?????????????                                                                       
Easy and Tasty Microwave Cooking C P 84
????????
Coffee Ground Tie Dye Up-cycling Workshop C P 85
The NBA: Globalization, Analytics, and Athleticism E P 85
Hiking & Nature Exploration C P 86
NEW
NEW
NEW
??????
Organized by Wong Hoo Chuen Hall (WHC) 
??????
Fall in Love with Art Museums C P 86
?????????
WHC Cinema – Movie Sharing Night C P 86
?????????
Flight Attendants? Secrets C P 87
NEW
NEW
74
NEW  ???? /??
 New Courses / Activities
C  ?? / ????????
       Courses / Activities offered in Cantonese       
E  ?? / ???????
 Courses / Activities offered in English         
M  ?? / ????????
 Courses / Activities offered in Mandarin
?????? 
Organised by Wu Jieh Yee Hall (WJY)
????®???????
Personality Dimension®Self-discovery Workshop
NEW C P 87
???????
Dodgebee Experience Programme NEW C P 87
?????????
Ukulele Experience Workshop NEW C P 88
????
Elementary Sign Language NEW C P 88
???????????????????????
Activities under Hostel Education open to all undergraduate students of Lingnan 
University. 
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
Hostel residents are only eligible to make online registration for the activities 
organised by their hostels. For other hostel residents or non-residents, please send 
the application request to the Warden's offices accordingly.
????
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Organised by Student Services Centre
???????????? 
Workshop on Handling Conflicts in New Hostel Life 
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1.????????????????????????????
  ???????????????
 2. ????????????????????????
 3. ???????????????? 
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ? ??
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5400 21/9/2017 (??? ) 15:30 – 17:00 AM319
?? / ?? ????? (?????????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
????????????
Waste Reduction in New Hostel Life
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ??????????????????????
 2. ??????????????
 3. ????????????????????????????
  ?????????  
?? :  ???????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5401 20/9/2017 (??? ) 16:00 – 17:00 MBG19
?? / ?? ????? (??????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
????????
Sharing of Fruitful Hostel Life by Students
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: After the end of activity, students are able to:
 1. enhance their cultural horizon, understanding about hostel culture and
 life in different countries; and 
 2. acquire good practices from learning different cultures.
Description:   Student hostels are places where students can experience cultural diversity 
and broaden their perspectives on life. Hostel experiences during academic 
exchange offer you a chance to immerse yourselves in another hostel culture 
and life. Hostel life at Lingnan also provides a platform for local, overseas 
and Chinese Mainland students to get together and nurture students? cross-
cultural learning. In this session, exchange returnees will share their hostel life 
in overseas and incoming exchange students will also share their hostel life at 
Lingnan.
FYEP & AYEP
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CRN Date Time Venue
5402 27/9/2017 (Wed) 16:00 – 17:00 MBG19
Performers Exchange Returnees and Incoming Exchange Students
Medium of 
Instruction
English 
ILP Unit(s) 1
?????
Mindfulness and Yoga NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the course, students are able to:
 1. experience mindfulness and yoga;
 2. coordinate body movements and breaths according to the primary level
  of yoga poses; and
 3. enjoy mindfulness and yoga.                                          
Description:   Spending times on yoga mats may be an opportunity to pause, be present, 
and reconnect our bodies and minds. This five-session Mindfulness and Yoga 
course will let you learn to have a better self-awareness and stress relief 
from a body-mind approach. Instructor will also introduce you pranayama 
(breathing) exercises for mediation. You can share your feeling and reflection 
with instructor and students at the end of each session. Students will be given 
certificates for 100% participation and attendance.
 Try to explore more in yoga world. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5403
18/10, 25/10, 1/11, 8/11 
& 15/11/2017 (Wed)
18:30 – 19:45 AM320
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Yam Wan Lin Elaine (Assistant Student Services Manager I of 
Lingnan University and Registered Yoga Teacher 500-hr)
Medium of 
Instruction
English/Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 7.5
????????
Sharing of Fruitful Hostel Life by Students
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????????????????
?? ?????????????????
?? ????????????????
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Organised by William M W Mong Hall The Bank 
of East Asia Hall (MEA)
?????????
Make a Cake without Baking
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????????????????????
 ??? 
?? :  • ??????????????????
? • ?????????????????????
? • ????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5415 25/10/2017 (??? ) 20:00 – 22:00 ????????????
?? / ?? ??????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
???????
Film Appreciation NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1. ??????????????????????????
  ??????????
 2. ?????????????????????????????
?? :  ??????????? 30???????? 1?????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5416 11/10/2017 (??? ) 21:00 – 22:30 ????????????
?? / ?? ????? (???? )     
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
????? Dos and Don?ts
Dos and Don?ts on Your CV
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????? Dos? Don?ts ??????? internship?
 ??????????
?? :  1.????????????
 2. ??????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5417 18/10/2017 (??? ) 21:00 – 22:00 ????????????
?? / ??    ????? (???? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1
FYEP & AYEP
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????????????
Organised by Tsung Tsin Association Hall Fok 
Cho Min Hall (TFB)
HB ???
BB English Series: Global Village
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of this activity, student are able to:
 1. understand the meaning of Global Citizenship through knowing friends 
  from different countries; and 
 2. know different cultures from all over the world and make new friends                           
Description:   Invite non-local students to organize a workshop about the culture of their 
home countries and make new friends in Hong Kong.
CRN Date Time Venue
5434 27/9/2017 (Wed) 19:00 – 20:30
1st Floor Common 
Room, Tsung Tsin 
Association Hall Fok 
Cho Min Hall (B) 
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Nicholas Ooi (Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
?????
BB?s English Series: Movie Appreciation
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of this activity, student are able to:
 1. understand more on our hostel theme ?togetherness?;
 2. provide a chance to communicate with other students; and 
 3. learn English from the movie.                                           
Description:   We will share a meaningful movie which is related to our hostel theme 
?togetherness?with reflection. If you like watching movie, please join this 
event!
CRN Date Time Venue
5435 18/10/2017 (Wed) 21:00 – 23:00
1st Floor Common 
Room, Tsung Tsin 
Association Hall Fok 
Cho Min Hall (B)
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr Mike Leung (Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Chinese and English
ILP Unit(s) 2
HB???????? ?
BB?s English Series: What is Postgraduate Study? NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of this activity, students are able to:
 1. understand better what post-graduate study entails;
 2. have a chance to communicate with the post-graduate tutors; and
 3. practice English speaking.                                               
Description:   We will share our experiences on what we believe postgraduate study entails. 
If you would like to venture into postgraduate study, please join this event!
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CRN Date Time Venue
5436 26/10/2017 (Thu) 21:00 – 22:00 LKK207
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms ANADUAKA Uchechi Shirley (Tutor) & 
Ms YEUNG Hau Yi, Tracy (Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction
Chinese and English
ILP Unit(s) 1
???????
Organized by Chung Shun Yee Min Hall (CSYM)
??? X???? X???????
Yin Yoga X Singing Bowl X Aromatherapy Therapy Workshop NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????
 1. ??????????????????
 2. ???????????????????
 3. ????????
?? :  ??????????? (Yin Yoga)?????????????
*(Singing Bowl Therapy)????? (Aromatherapy Therapy)???????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????????
*????????????? (Sound Therapy)????????
(vibrational frequency)?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5315 25/9/2017 (??? ) 18:00 – 20:00 AM320
?? / ?? ????? (RYT 500???? )????? (?????????? RYT 500???? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
HB???????? ? NEW
BB?s English Series: What is Postgraduate Study?
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
FYEP & AYEP
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????
Gentle Flow Yoga
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the course, students are able to:
 1. experience flow yoga;
 2. coordinate body movements and breaths according to the primary level of 
  yoga poses; and
 3. enjoy yoga.
Description:   Gentle flow yoga aims at synchronizing the body?s movements and the 
breath. The movements are smoothly flowing and almost dance-like. It will 
enhance students to concentrate on their breathing, bodies, movements and 
minds.
CRN Date Time Venue
5314
21/9, 28/9,  12/10 & 
19/10/2017 (Thu)
20:00 – 21:30 AM320
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Elaine Yam (Senior Tutor and RYT 500)
Medium of 
Instruction
English/Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 6
????????
Introduction to Russian Culture NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. describe the uniqueness of Russian culture;
 2. analyse the development of Russian cultural developments; and
 3. enjoy Russian culture.                                 
Description:   What is culture? Ways of living? Social practices? Literature and arts? 
Memory? Each historical epoch has its own definition of culture. Nowadays, 
most scholars agree that culture first and foremost refers to the realm of the 
intangible – e.g. symbols, myths, representations, values, and perspectives 
that ?distinguish one people from another?. Come learn how Russians are 
different from others. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5316 23/10/2017 (Mon) 20:30 – 22:00
Common Room, Chung 
Shun Yee Min Hall
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Mr. Ilia Prokorov (Outstanding alumni)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
?????????????????
?? ????? ??????????? ??? ???????????????????? ????????
??????????????????? ???????????? ???????????? ??????
??????
?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????????????????????????? ???????????? ????? ????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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Forum on Hong Kong Society
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ????????????
 1. ???????? 
 2. ?????????
 3. ?????
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5374 1/11/2017 (??? ) 20:30 – 22:00 ??????????
?? / ?? ????? (?? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
?????
?????? ?????????? ??????? ?????
WO Chatroom: Welcome to Lam Woo Hall!
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: 1. To welcome all new and current local and non-local residents;
? 2. To help residents better understand the history and culture of Lam Woo Hall 
and the role of the Warden?s Office in the new academic term, and;
? 3. To strengthen the relationship and communication between the Warden?s 
Office and residents.    
Description:   This event will provide an opportunity for Lam Woo Hall residents to chat 
with the Warden and the tutors at the beginning of the new semester. The 
chatroom aims at creating a communication platform, sharing knowledge 
about the history and culture of Lam Woo Hall, offering advice to help 
residents get accustomed to hostel life, and collecting residents? opinions and 
concerns about hostel life.
CRN Date Time Venue
5421 18/9/2017 (Mon) 19:30 – 21:30
Common Room, 
Lam Woo Hall 
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Warden, Senior Tutor and, Tutors
Medium of 
Instruction
English/Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
Lam Woo Hall Movie Night: Coach Carter NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: 1. To watch and enjoy together an inspiring and motivational movie on the 
importance of discipline, integrity, and self-respect;
? 2. To help students relate their own experiences to the movie and share what 
they have gained from their own failures and successes; and,
? 3. To encourage students to learn from the story and inspect their goals and 
meaning in life
Description:   ?Coach Carter? is based on the true story of a high school basketball coach 
from California. The movie is not only about how Carter coached a winning 
basketball team, but also how he motivated his players to pursue academic 
achievement and learn self-respect. The movie shows that discipline, 
commitment, and hard working are essential for anyone to excel in life. After 
watching the movie, there will be a moderated discussion session. Students 
will be encouraged to reflect on their own experiences and share with others 
their own thoughts.
FYEP & AYEP
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CRN Date Time Venue
5422 25/10/2017 (Wed) 20:00 – 22:30
Common Room, 
Lam Woo Hall
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Hostel Tutors
Medium of 
Instruction
English & Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
??????
?????? ??????????????????? ?????? ?????
??????
Healthy Hostel Life with Exercise NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.??????????????????
 2. ????????????????????
 3. ??????????????          
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5423 26/09/2017  (??? ) 19:30 – 21:00 JCE????????
?? / ?? ????????????????????????????????? 
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
??????
?????? ??????????????????? ?????? ?????
?????????????
Human Design: A Journey towards Self-enlightenment NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ??????? Kama???????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????                                                                                                                                          
?? :  Ra ? 1987? 1? 3???????????? 8? 8??????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???
CRN ?? ?? ??
5384 25/10/2017(??? ) 20:00 – 21:30 ???? (F)?????
?? / ?? Kama??
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
Lam Woo Hall Movie Night: Coach Carter NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
83
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?? Deadline Fighter
Understanding Deadline Fighter NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ? ? ? ? deadline fighter ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?Procrastination?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????                                                                                                                                          
?? : 1. ???????????????????????????
  ???
 2. ????????? Q&A???????? deadline fighter ???
  ?????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5385 11/10/2017(??? ) 20:00 – 22:00 ???? (F)?????
?? / ?? ?????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
????????
?????? ??????????????????? ?????????? ??????
?????
Around the World NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students are able to:
 1. describe the characteristics of different foreign countries;
 2. be aware of global citizenship; and
 3. reflect and respond to multi-cultural environment of hostel community.
Description:   We may have traveled to various countries, but do we really know how those 
countries are like away from tourist spots? Visiting students who stay in our 
hostel will be invited to share with us their home countries in the aspect 
of cultures, economies, politics and social issues. You are not only welcome 
to raise questions about these foreign places, but also to enjoy a delightful 
evening with your hall mates from around the world.
CRN Date Time Venue
5424 25/10/2017 (Wed) 20:00 – 21:30
1/F Common Room, 
JCNG
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Non-local Students of JCNG and Ms. Siuyo Siu (Tutor)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 1.5
FYEP & AYEP
84
?? G?
Healthy Living in Hostel G – Hiking NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the programme, students are able to:
 1. promote a healthy life style to residents;
 2. improve residents? physical fitness; and 
 3. release their pressure from busy lives.
Description:   Hiking is no doubt a very healthy exercise both physically and mentally, and it 
is fun too. By walking in the greenery and breathing in fresh and clean air at 
Shing Mun Reservoir, you will certainly relax your tired brain and muscles. Get 
ready to recharge your energy with your friends in hostel! (Watch out for the 
monkeys!)
CRN Date Time Venue
5426 18/11/2017 (Sat) 09:00 – 12:00 Shing Mun Reservoir
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms. Candy Liu ( Tutor )
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese (Supplemented with English)
ILP Unit(s) 2.5
Assembly Time 
and Point
08:50 at 1/F common room, JCNG
????????
?????? ??????????????????? ?????????? ??????
?????????????                                                                       
Easy and Tasty Microwave Cooking
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.????????????
 2. ???????????????????????
 3. ????????????????                                                                                                                                
?? :  ????????????? ? ????????????? ? ?
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5427 21/9/2017(??? ) 20:00 – 21:30 H????????
?? / ?? ????? (???? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
?? ????????
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Coffee Ground Tie Dye Up-cycling Workshop NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of workshop, students are able to:
 1. learn how to use recycled coffee ground to do natural dye;
 2. make their own pieces of tie dye; and
 3. learn to appreciate Tie Dye as an art and cultural artefact.
Description:   Regarded as food waste in Hong Kong, recycled coffee ground is actually 
very useful in dying process. The participants will learn how to transform the 
?useless? to useful and experience the extraction of the dye of coffee grounds, 
with a Tie Dye pocket square with full of coffee smell.
CRN Date Time Venue
5428 9/10/2017 (Mon) 18:00 – 21:00 AM317
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Ms Siu Tsz-ching (Founder of Giants Tie Dye)                
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese (Supplemented with English)
ILP Unit(s) 3
Fee $100
The NBA: Globalization, Analytics, and Athleticism NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of the talk, students are able to:
 1. understand the impact of globalization on the National Basketball 
  Association, and the emergence of the NBA as a global cultural 
  phenomenon;
 2. understand the way the science of analytics has changed strategies and 
  tactics in the NBA in the past two decades; and
 3. understand the approaches teams take to blend the unique athletic skills of 
  different players into a cohesive unit 
Description:   The activity entails a detailed discussion about one of the world?s commonest 
sporting activity. Led by someone who knows and understands the game, 
participants will be assured of a thrilling analysis of how the game is 
organised and played and its impact on societies and social life.
CRN Date Time Venue
5429 31/10/2017 (Tue) 19:30 – 21:30
Hall H, First floor 
common area
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Prof. Mark Hampton (Warden)
Medium of 
Instruction
English
ILP Unit(s) 2
FYEP & AYEP
86
Hiking & Nature Exploration NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of activity, students are able to:
 1. get strong comradery among themselves;
 2. share the wonders of Hong Kong?s natural environment; and
 3. learn the other aspects of their neighbourhood
Description:   This is a special learning activity. Participants will be guided to take a long 
yet interesting stroll along one of the most interesting hiking routes in Hong 
Kong. It will be a great opportunity for participants to make new friends while 
learning more about the physical environment through interactive discussions. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5430 18/11/2017 (Sat) 14:00 – 17:00
Track behind 
Lingnan campus
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
      Songe Ge (PhD Candidate and Hostel H Resident)
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese (Supplemented with English)
Assembly time 
and point
Skylight plaza (In front of Lingnan Canteen)
ILP Unit(s) 3
??????
?????? ?????? ?????????????????? ? ???
??????
Fall in Love with Art Museums NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : ?????????????????????????????
????????? ?                                                                                                                
?? :  ????????????? exchange?????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5418 27/9/2017 (??? ) 20:30 – 22:00 ?????????
?? / ?? ????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
?????????
WHC Cinema – Movie Sharing Night NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.?????????????
 2. ????????????????                                                                                                                                               
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5419 18/10/2017 (??? ) 20:30 – 23:00 SEK317
?? / ?? Desmond CHAN (Hostel tutor)
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2.5
?? ?????????
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Flight Attendants? Secrets NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.?????????????
 2.???????????????????????? ?
?? :  ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5420 25/10/2017 (??? ) 18:30 – 20:00 ?????????
?? / ?? ????? (????? )????? (???? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 1.5
??????
?????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ? ???
????®???????
Personality Dimension®Self-discovery Workshop NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.????????®?????????????????????
 2.??????®????????????????????? ?
 ?????                                                                                                         
?? :  ????®?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????®???????
??????????????????????????????
????????
CRN ?? ?? ??
5437 21/9/2017 (??? ) 19:00 – 22:00 ?????????
?? / ?? ????? (?????????
®?????????
MBTI?????? (CPP Asia Pacific MBTI Step I & II Administrator)
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 3
???????
Dodgebee Experience Programme NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.??????????????
 2. ???????????????????????????            
?? :  ?????????????????DODGEball?????FrisBEE?
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
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CRN ?? ?? ??
5438 26/10/2017 (??? ) 20:00 – 22:00 ?????????
?? / ?? ????? (??????????? )????? (??????????? )
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
?????????
Ukulele Experience Workshop NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
Objective: At the end of workshop, students are able to:
 1. learn the basic theory of ukulele;
 2. learn a new musical instrument; and
 3. enjoy music.
Description:   Ukulele is a small guitar-like instrument and a member of the lute family of 
instruments. People usually play it with the bare thumbs or a felt pick. It starts 
to gain popular in the 20th century. In this workshop, students can learn the 
basic theory taught by experienced tutor. 
CRN Date Time Venue
5439 12/10/2017 (Thu) 19:30 – 21:30
WJY 3/F
common room
Instructor(s) / 
Speaker(s)
Instructor from Habitat Music
Medium of 
Instruction
Cantonese
ILP Unit(s) 2
????
Elementary Sign Language NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
?? : 1.?????????
 2.???????????? ??
 3. ?????????????????????   
?? :  ??????????????????????????????
????
 ?????????????????????????????
 ???
CRN ?? ?? ??
5440 1/11/2017 (??? ) 19:30 – 21:30 ?????????
?? / ?? ???????????
???? ??? / Cantonese
ILP?? 2
?? $50 (?????????? )
???????
Dodgebee Experience Programme NEW
   FYEP  &  AYEP   
FYEP & AYEP
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Hostel 
Ed
ucation
To download PDF version of ILP
guidebook, please scan here:
 The information in this booklet is correct at 
the time of printing (August 2017), and is 
subject to review and change.
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For more information, please scan here:
ILP 
website
www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ilp
ILP 
Facebook
www.facebook.com/lingnanilp
Online 
Registration
portal.LN.edu.hk
